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ABSTRA CT

l'lotor activity leveì (AL) is a cornerstone dimension of chiìdhood

temperament, and thus an understand i ng of i ts et i ol ogy i s important.

present study examined the relationship between maternal smoking and

offspring AL using a deveìopmentaì perspective and a longitudinaì design.

The major goal of the study was to expìore four smoking issues: amount;

duration; presence (vs. absence) of prenataì cigarette exposure; and AL

dífferences between the offspring of smokers and nonsmokers that are not

the result of the smoking exposure per se. ln addition, these same issues

were examined using attention span as a dependent measure. A secondary

goaì was to describe aspects of AL in the developing child. l'leasures of AL

were obtained trom birth to eight years of age in the offspring of 25,O35

mothers participating in the National Coì laborative Perinatal Project, and

smok i ng measures were obta i ned dur i ng the mother¡s pregnancy. Regress i on

analysis indicated that the amount and duration of maternaì smoking were

positively related to neonatal AL; however, this reìationship was not

evident in infancy or childhood. That is, neonatal AL increased with the

amount smoked by the mother, and was higher for those neonates whose

mothers smoked continuaìly compared to those whose mothers quit early in

pregnancy. Wh i I e neonata I AL was assoc i ated wi th amount and durat i on of

maternaì smoking, no reìationships were found between maternal smoking and

attention span at any age. l'laternal smoking may, in part, influence

neonatal AL' but processes other than maternal smoking are more important

for understanding AL as the child grows. 0ther processes are implied by

The



some of the ìongitudinal findings, such as a decrease in AL from infancy

onward, discontinuíty in AL from the newborn to childhood times, and a

positive to negative change over time in the relationship between AL and

attention span. Final ly, although a relationship between maternal smoking

and neonataì activity is impì ied by the positive associations between

neonatal activity and both the amount and duration of maternaì smoking, the

comparison of smokers and nonsmokers produced no differences in AL. These

seemingly incompatibìe results may be partial ly explained by a f inding

which suggests that pre-existing group differences between smokers and

nonsmokers are ì ikely operating to enhance activity in the offspring of

nonsmokers. To the extent that neonatal activity is enhanced by

characterisitics of nonsmokers, differences in activity may not appear when

comparing the offspring of nonsmokers and smokers.
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Child Activity Leveì: Longitudinal Anaìysis of its Reìationship

Prenatal Cigarette Exposure

I ntroduct i on

Gross motor activity level (AL) has been defined as an individual's

customary leveì of energy expenditure through movement (Eaton, .l983), 
and

is a cornerstone dimension of chiìdhood temperament. The definition

derives from a body of research suggesting that individuals differ in their

leveìs of motor activity (Campbeì ì, Kujek, Lang, Partington, 1971; Hagekuì ì

ê Bohlin, l98l; Rothbart, 1980). lndeed, many view AL as a basic

component of a child's behavioraì styìe or temperament (Buss E Plomin,

1975; Hubert, Wachs, Peters-l4artin ê Gandour, 1982) . Reìated to the notion

that AL is a predominant feature of chiìdhood behaviour, researchers have

examined the stabiìity of an individualrs AL over time (Buss ê Pìomin,

1975; Halverson E Waldrop, 1976), and its genetic linkage (Buss E Plomin,

1975; Goldsmith s Gottesman, l98l; Scarr, 1966; Torgersen, l98t; Wilìerman,

197Ð . For example, some twin studies indicate that monozygo:-ic twins

manifest a more similar level of activity than do dyzygot-ic twins (e.g.,

Torgerson, l98l) . Envi ronmental i nfluences al so appear to be important

contributors to chiìdhood AL (Eaton t Keats,1982; Parke E 0'Leary,1976;

Vliestra, 198ì), as is impìied by the finding that preschool children who

had day care experience expressed a higher level of activity than did those

without the experience (Schwarz, Strickìand & Krol ick, 197Ð.

A
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The expression of activity in the chiìd has been vìewed as the result of

genetics, environment, or some combination thereof. Until recently

however, env i ronmenta ì expl anat i ons have focused on l y on the env i ronment we

see around us, and have ignored the intrauterine environment. The

intrauterine environment may be an important consideration in the

understanding of neonatal and chi ìdhood AL, just as the prenatal

environment clearìy has ìong-term implications for later childhood

deveìopment. Haternal alcohoì ingestion, for example, can have damaging

consequences for ìater chiìdhood development (l4ajewski, .l98 l) . l,laternaì

smoking has been linked to variables such as perinataì death (Heyer, Jones,

Tonascia, 6 Buck, 1975; Niswander 6 Gordon, 1972), prenatal compl ications

(Naeye , 1978a) , phys i ca I growth parameters (Landesman-Dwyer 6 Emaneu I ,

1979; Naeye, 1978b), and chi ldhood behavior or performance (Butler e

Goldstein, 1973; Nichoìs t Chen, l98l; Saxton, 'l978). As in the tatrer

case' the present study focused on the reìationship between maternal

smoking and behavior, the behavior being AL.

The primary goal of this study was to further explore the I ink between

i ntrauter i ne c i garette exposure and subsequent postnata ì AL. AL was v i ewed

as a continuum with intense activity at one extreme end and passivity at

the oppos i te end. The genera I pred i ct i on was that the cont i nuum of AL

would be positively related to maternal smoking, and this prediction led to

a number of more specific questions. Does offspring AL increase as the

number of cigarettes smoked by the mother goes up? Does offspring AL

increase as the duration of maternaì'smoking is extended? ls AL higher for

those offspring who were prenatalìy exposed to cigarette smoke compared to

those not exposed? Final ly, if AL is higher for the offspring of smokers,
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is this due to the smoking per se, or wouìd predisposing mother

character i st i cs produce h i gher AL regard I ess of the fetal exposure to

cigarette smoke? This final issue is criticaì in the study of maternaì

cigarette smoking and offspring measures such as AL because findings that

are attributed to maternal smoking may instead by due to predispositional

differences or environmentaì differences between those women who smoke and

those who do no smoke. lt was hoped that, taken together, the answers to

these four smoking questions wouìd enhance our understanding of AL.

Simi lari ly, these questions were asked for a second behavioral variabìe,

attention span, because attention span has been consistentìy related to AL

in previous research (e.g., Schaefer 6 Bailey, 196Ð, and because one study

has found that materna ì smok i ng dur i ng pregnancy pred i cted offspr i ng

attention span (Streissguth, irlartin, Barr, HacGregor Sandman, Kirchner 6

Darby, 1 984) .

A secondary goaì of the study was to describe some longitudinal

developmental aspects of AL. A description of the development of AL over

time may be important in the interpretation of a relationship between

offspring AL and maternaì smoking. That is, while there may be a ìink

between offspring AL and maternal smoking, deveìopmental phenomena that

inf luence AL may be superimposed upon this relationship. l'loreover, a

description of AL in the deveìoping chiìd is also valuable in and of

itseìf. An approach which considered both maternaì smoking and generaì

deveìopment was thus chosen for the examination of AL. Stabiì ity and

trends in AL were examined within a very large sample of children over the

eight-year period. Final ìy, since the reìationship between maternal

smoking and attention span was of importance, attention span was also

further examined for both stabil ity and its I ink to AL over time.



The current study differs from previous research in two important ways.

First, some of the issues, such as the I ink betrveen attention span and AL

have previously been examined. Host studies however, have onìy assessed

the upper extreme of activity (i.e., hyperactivity). Viewing AL as a

continuum, extends our understanding of reìationships over the compìete

range of activity. Uti ì izing the entire range of AL as it reìates to

maternaì smoking may aìso provide insights that wouìd not emerge by

studying onìy the extreme upper range of AL.

Second, th¡s study differs from much of the activity ìevel research in

its use of a very ìarge sampìe. The data base consists of mothers and

chi ldren who participated in a longitudinal project, the National

Col laborative Perinataì Project (NCPP) . The project was conducted between

1958 and 1965 and invoìved l2 Uni ted States universi ty-affi ì iated

hospitals. The initiaì mandate of the project was to provide a data base

that could be used in the discovery of variabìes that contribute to

perinatal mortal ity and felal insult. Therefore, data was compi led both

before and after pregnârìc/r for thousands of var i abl es. Wi th i n the data

are AL measures obtained from birth to eight years of age, and the motherrs

smoking behavior as reported at each prenataì visit. The use of this data

base provided a number of advantages for the examination of AL and maternaì

smoking. For example, the prospective data col ìection avoids some of the

problems of retrospective accounts such as inaccuracy in mother reports of

smoking behavior. ln addition, the ìongitudina'l design is more desirabìe

than a single occasion design since maternal smoking may be related to AL

at one occasion, but not at another.
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A ìongitudinal prospective assessment of AL is used in this project to

examine the two broad topics: prenataì nicotine exposure, and longitudinal

AL issues in the developing child. .The questions and íssues briefly

introduced are presented in detai I within each of these topics. Whi le

these two areas are presented separateìy, an attempt to integrate them is

made.

Prenatal N i cot i ne Exposure and Behavi or/Performance

It is potential ly very difficuìt to estabì ish a reìationship between

maternal smoking and a subtle, temporal ìy distincI behaviora] outcome

because a link with subtle outcomes may not be readily apparent.

Nonetheìess, such ìinkages, if they are found, frây be valuable for the

understanding of generaì cievelopment and for health-related problems. 0ne

need ìook no further than the discovery of the teratogenic effects of

rubelìa to find an example, though these outcomes can vary from cataracts

to deafness and can be most unstabìe.

Recent evidence does indicate that maternal smoking is reìated to

chi ldhood hyperactivi ty. Denson, Nanson, and i\cWal ters (197Ð selected 20

children from ! to l5 years who were diagnosed as hyperkinetic and who

showed improvements wi th methyìephenidate treatment. Each chi ìd was then

matched for sex, ãgè, and social class with a normal controì child. The

mothers of aìl children were interviewed to determine what their smoking

behavior had been during the corresponding pregnancy. Denson et al. (1975)

found that the mothers of the hyperactive chíìdren reported smoking two to

three times more than mothers of the control group.



Nichoìs and Chen (198.l) provide stronger evidence of a I ink between

maternal smoking and hyperactive-impuìsive behavior in their prospective

study of 35,000 mothers and their offspring who participated in the

Nationaì Collaborative Perinataì Project. Activity was initiaììy rated on

5-point scales from which Nichols and Chen derived a hyperactive-impuìsive

(Hl) factor. They found that the offspring of mothers who smoked during

pregnancy were more I ikeìy to score high on the hyperactive-impuìsive

factor al I years of age than were the offspring of nonsmoking mothers.

lf hyperactivity and maternal smoking are reìated, and if hyperactivity

is viewed as one end of the AL continuum, a relationship between maternal

smoking and the AL continuum may also be expected. lt must be noted that

hyperactivity definitions usuaì ìy incìude attentional deficits as wel I as

excessive movement, which couìd compl icate the view that hyperactivity is

one end of an AL continuum. The few studies that have investìgated this

reìationship between maternaì smoking and the range of AL provide confusing

results. First, Landesman-Dwyer, Rogozin and Little (1981) examined AL as

one of a number of dimensions of chi ld temperament. They interviewed

I+-year-oìds in a study where AL was measured as a dimension of child

temperament that was theoreticaì ìy associated with hyperactivity, minimal

brain dysfunction and attentional deficit syndrome. Whiìe their goal was

to examine the ìink between moderate alcohol exposure and a miìd or

subcl inical form of hyperactivity, their study also examined maternal

smok i ng patterns. Furthermore, AL was assessed us i ng i nstruments often

used in the study of generaì AL, therefore Landesman-Dwyer et aìrs.

resul ts reflect the conti nuum of AL. Landsman-Dwyer et al. (ì98ì)

interviewed mothers during their pregnancy, and identified them as smokers
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or nonsmokers, and rrmoderate dr i nkers" or "occas ional or non-dr i nkerstr.

Nearly !0 percent of smokers had l0 or fewer cigarettes per day, and ìess

than 25 percent smoked 20 or more per day. Hoderate drinkers, on the

average, consumed one drink per day, and none had more than four per day.

Chiìdrens'behaviors were measured in the home by both the mothers and by a

tra i ned observer . ltlothers rated the i r own ch i ldren on the Chess, Thomas,

and Korn Parent Quest i onna i re on Temperament wh i ch i nvoìved rat i ng

behaviors such as amount of activity, distractibi I ity, pefsistence, and

approach-withdrawaì. Additionaì ìy, mothers rated their chi ldren on the

Werry, Weiss and Peters Activity Scale, a 26-item scaìe measuring

restlessness in different situations. The trained observers watched the

children for a "minimum of ì! minutes during mealtime, l5 minutes during a

pìay session, and l0 minutes whíìe the mother read one of the chiìdrs

favor i te stor i es". Wh i ì e observ i ng, raters recorded presence or absence of

various pre-defined behaviors including motor activity and attention.

Landsman-Dwyer et aì. found that mothers who had smoked during their

pregnancy (and were occasionaì or non drinkers), rated their offspring as

most active; and nonsmokers (who also were occasional or non drinkers),

rated their chi ldren as least active on the Chess, Thomas, and Korn Parent

questionnaire, on temperament. Smoking however, was not reìated to

activity as measured by mothers' ratings on the Activity Scale, or as rated

by the trained observers. While the resuìts of Landesman-Dwyer et al.ts

study were mixed, some support was found for enhanced AL in A-year-old

offspring of smokers compared to nonsmokers.

Streissguth, llartin, Barr, I'lcGregor Sandman, Kirchner, and Darby (1984)

aìso examined the link between maternal smoking and \-year-old activity as
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measured by a motion detector that detected a child's movement under

laboratory conditions. ln this ìongitudinaì study, the Pregnancy and

Hea ì th Study, mothers were i nterv i ewed dur i ng pregnancy to determ i ne

maternaì use of alcohoì, nicotine, caffeine, drugs, and diet. From this

sampìe, !00 subjects were seìected, 2!0 heavier drinkers and smokers and

250 infrequent drinkers and abstainers. 0f these initiaì !00 subjects, l+52

participated in the relevant phase of the study. These offspring were

examined at l+ years I months to attain a measure of activity. A multiple

regression anaìysis revealed no reìationship between maternaì smoking and

l+-year act iv i ty.

Finally, a study by Saxton (.l978) examined the behavioral patterns of 32

4-6 day oìd infants using the Brazelton Assessment Scaìes. This scale

measures a number of behavioral reactions inc'l uding activity, aìtertness,

and orientation to auditory stimuì i. Resuìts from the examination were

then recoded on a l-9 point scale and the offspring of mothers who smoked

more than l5 cigarettes per day were compared to a control group consisting

of nonsmokers. Saxton found no significant differences between the

activity leveì in the offspring of smoking mothers (/u1=4.93) compared to the

I evel i n offspr i ng of nonsmok i ng mothers (fi=5. ì 8) .

There are several factors which may account for the fai lure to find a

reìationship between maternal smoking and AL in the latter tb/o studies. An

explanation for Streissguth et aì.'s (1984) fai ìure to fínd any

relationship between smoking and AL may reside in their measure of AL. The

researchers developed a motion detector consisting of an ultrasonic

intrusion alarm and an automatic timer that recorded the amount of time the

child spent in motion. However, details on the validity and reliabiìity
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were not provided, thus it is difficult to judge the merits of their

technique, which may harre been insensitive to different levels of activity.

Saxton's fai ìure to find a significant reìationship between maternaì

smoking and AL may be the result of two features of the study. First, the

technique used to administer the Brazelton Assessment Scale may have

deflated the activity scores for neonates of smoking mothers. lf the

rrinfant became irritable or upset, the examiner waited l! secondstr in an

attempt to measure the best performance for each item. Given these

instructions, it seems highìy ì ikely that neonatal activity couìd be

interpreted as a manifestation of irritabi I ity. lf a high level of

activity was regarded as irritability and the examiner waited ì! seconds

before recording behavior, many ratings of high activity couìd go

unrecorded. Compared to the offspring of nonsmokers, those of smokers \^/ere

rated as more irritable in the iloveral I impressions" at the end of the

session, which impì ies that more time was spent waiting for these infants

to calm down before rating behaviors. This may have deflated the AL

ratings for the offspring of smokers, and subsequentìy attenuated a

reìationship between maternaì smoking and AL. Secondìy, the sample si ze of

l! smokers and 1/ nonsmokers in Saxtonrs study is not large enough to

detect any but a very strong reìationship.

The failure, in the former two studies, to demonstrate a reìationship

between maternal smoking and AL is somewhat puzzìing when a reìationship

between smoking and hyperactivity has been uncovered. That is, if

hyperactivity is viewed as the upper end of the AL continuum, anC a

relationship between offspring hyperactivity and intrauterine cigarette

exposure exists, a link between maternal smoking and the continuum of AL
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wouìd also be expected. The prediction of a positive link between maternal

smoking and AL aìso seems plausibìe given the findings that attention span

and maternaì smoking are negatìvely reìated (Streissguth et at., .l984) , and

that attention span and AL are negativeìy related (e.g., Garsíde, Bi rch,

Scott, Chambers, Kolvin, Tweddìe 6 Barber, 1975) ln other words, if

attention span and AL are reìated, and a I ink exists between offspring

attention and maternaì smoking, a I ink between AL and maternal smoking

fol ìows conceptuaì ìy.

The I ink between maternaì smoking and attention span, however, is far

from conclusive and requires further study. ln Streissguth et alrs. study

of 4-year-old children, â Vigiìance paradigm was used to assess sustained

attention span and orientation. The child was asked to press a button upon

the appearance of a critical stimulus (a cat) during the ìJ-minute

vigiìance task. Low attention span and orientation were found to be

associated with high levels of maternal smoking. ln contrast,

Landesman-Dwyer et al.rs (.l98ì) study of the same age group however found

that the offspring of smokers did not differ from those of nonsmokers on

distractabiìity (mother rating) or on focused attention and interruptions

i n focused attent i on (observer rat i ng) .

Low attention span, aìong with high AL, is ì ikely to interfere with

performance in school settings, thus further investigation of the link

between attention span and maternaì smoking seems especialìy important.

The performance of children whose mothers smoked has been found to differ

along various reìated dimensions, when compared to infants of mothers who

did not smoke. For exampìe, ìower academic ski I ls (Butìer & Goldstein,

1973; Dunn, HcBurney, lngram E Hunter, 1977) have been reported for the
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offspring of smokers. Butler and Goìdstein examined the .l7,000 chi ldren of

the British Nationaì Chiìd Deveìopment Study, comparing the offspring of

smokers and nonsmokers. They found that ì ì -year-ol d ch i ì dren of smok i ng

mothers performed lower, by three to five months, on general abil ity,

reading, and mathematics than children of mothers who did not smoke during

pregnancy, even when statistical ly adjusting for class, maternaì age and

height, sex of child, and number of sibìings.

l'lost prev i ous research on materna ì smok i ng and behav i or has been of a

correlational design, and thus experimental control over extraneous

variabìes has not been possibìe. Simi ìari ìy, the present study could not

experimentaì ly control for confounding variables. However, it was possibìe

to exercise statistical controì over variables known to covary with

maternaì smoking cr AL, and to minimize some competing expìanations for an

obtained relationship between maternaì smoking and behavior. Variables

that were controì ìed for in the regression anaìysis incìuded neonatal

measures (gestationaì âge, bi rthweight and bi rth order) , prenatal exposure

to substances (drugs and alcohcì), and parentaì education. Gestationaì age

was partial ìed out because Buncher (ig6g) has reported longer mean

gestational periods in nonsmokers compared to smokers, and there is some

evidence that increasing gestational age may, in turn, be associated with

enhanced fetaì AL. ln an early study Richards and Newberry (1938) report

that fetal AL may be related to deveìopment such that the AL can be viewed

as an index of overall deveìopment. lf AL is positiveìy related to

gestational âgê, and gestationaI periods differ for smokers and nonsmokers,

differences in offspring AL couìd actuaì ìy reflect a gestationaì age

effect. L¡kewise, a smoking effect couìd reflect e¡ther a birth-weight or
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birth-order effect, since both of these variabìes have been found to covary

with maternal smoking. A relationship between maternal smoking and lowered

birth weight in newborns has been convincingly demonstrated (e.g., Simpson,

1957), and ìater borns are more likeìy to be exposed to cigarette smoke

during fetal deveìopment than are earì ier borns (see Fried 6 Qxorn, 1980).

Simiìariìy, drug and alcohoì exposure were partialled out because they were

beì ieved to be correlated wìth smoking behavior. Final 1y, parentaì

education was controlled for because motherrs education has been found to

correlate negatively to smoking behavior (Niswander 6 Gordon, 1972) .

While partiaìling out variables known to covary with maternal smoking

and AL, the four smoking questions were addressed; two examining onìy

smokers, and the other two comparing smokers and nonsmokers. For the

analyses of each smoking issue, mothers 'v,/ere def ined as: nonsmokers (¡lS) ,

pre-pregnancy quitters (PPQ), during-pregnancy quitters (0eq¡, or continual

smokers (CS). Addìtionally, one of the issues required that each pregnancy

be identified as a smoking pregnancy (SP) or a nonsmoking pregnancy (NSP).

An examination of only those mothers who smoked involved i) assessing a

possibìe dose-response relationship between amount smoked during pregnancy

and bcth AL and attention span in the offspring, and i i) the assessment of

a rel at i onsh i p between durat i on smoked and offspr i ng measures. An

examination invoìving both those mothers who smoked and those who did not

was made i) tc assess offspring behavior as it relates to prenatal

cigarette exposure vs. no exposure and i i) to consider differences in

offspring AL that could be related to mothersr smoking status i.e.,
(pre-pregnancy) guitters vs. nonsmokers. Each of these issues and related

hypotheses wilì now be presented in detail.
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Amount of exposure (dose-response relationshìp) . Does AL increase in

the offspring of smoking mothers as the amount smoked increases? This

question can be addressed by examining dose-response reìationship, just as

the decreasing birth weight and maternal smoking issue has been examined.

ln a chapter on fetaì growth, birthweight, and prematurity, Fried and 0rien

(1980) concìuded that the demonstration of a dose-response relationship

between maternaì smoking and birth weight, combined with other evidence,

strongly supported the causal roìe of maternaì smoking on reduced

birthweight. Simi lari ìy, the reìationship between maternal smoking and

later performance has been examined by associating performance with amount

smoked (Steissguth, et al., 1984) . The present study used this same

approach to examine changes in AL and attention span as maternal smoking

varied. 0nìy those mothers who reported smoking on repeat prenatal visits

were used in this analysis (i.e., continuaì smokers). A dose-response

reìationship was predicted whereby AL in the offspring was expected to

i ncrease as the mean amount smoked by the mother dur i ng pregnancy

increased. Converseìy, it was predicted that attention span would decrease

as materna I smok i ng i ncreased.

The predicted I ink between maternaì smoking and the range of AL is

consistent with the existing ì iterature on smoking and hyperactivity. The

demonstration of a dose-response relationship in the present study would

suggest a more genei'aì reìationship between maternal smoking and the entire

range of AL. Horeover, the predicted smoking-attention span outcome would

repì icate Streissguth et al's. (.l984) finding with a ìarge sampìe, and

would thus strengthen the evidence of a link between maternal smoking and

childhood attention span. This link may be particularily important in
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understand i ng the reported reì at i onsh i ps between mother's smok i ng and poor

performance in reading, mathematics, etc. (Butler- 6 Goìdstein, 197Ð.

"n-q_efj_on 
of exposure. Does AL for those of f spring who were prenataìly

exposed to maternaì smoking increase as the duration of exposure is

lengthened? lf AL is related to maternal smoking and the duration of fetaì

exposure i nf ì uences AL, i t may be that pro I onged, repeated exposure cou ì d

have powerfuì effects on AL and/or attention span in the offspring, whiìe

shorter exposure may have 1 i ttìe effect. The reìationship between the

duration of cigarette exposure and offspr i ng behavior was exami ned by

comparing the offspring of mothers who quit smoking early in their

pregnancy (0nq¡ to those of mothers who continued smoking during the entire

pregnancy (CS). lt was predicted that AL would be higher and attention

span ìovler for the offspring of the mothers who smoked during for their

entire pregnancy compared to mothers who quit during their pregnancy (i.e.,

CS > DPQ). This is consistent with the dose-response prediction that AL

increases and attention span decreases with increasing amounts of cigarette

exposure. Aì though the current di scuss ion favours the duration of exposure

as an important variable, it must be emphasized that other variables would

aìso expìain the predicted findings. A critical period of exposure may be

of greater importance than the duration of exposure. The ingestion of

maternal cigarette smoke may be most damaging during a particular period of

fetal development, just as the ingestion of thaì idimide or the motherrs

contact with rubeì la is most damaging at particular periods. lt is

important to note that the duration and critical period explanations are

not separable in the present anaìysis since a ìong duration is more likely

to cover a particular critical period.
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0ne other explanation for the pred¡cted findings (i.e., higher AL and

ìower attention in the offspring of mothers who continued smoking compared

to those whose mother's quit early during their pregnancy), is that the two

groups of mothers differ in ways other than their smoking behavior, and

that such differences affect the dependent measures. Hook (1976) suggests

that mothers who quit smoking during their pregnancy do so because the

smoking produces nausea. lf nausea is a protective physioìogical response

to harmful substances, as Hook suggests, then those mothers who quit

smoking may differ physioìogical ìy from mothers who continue. ln short,

this study may identify offspring differences for the two groups (i.e., DPQ

and CS), but it can not definitiveìy isolate the cause or causes for the

differences. Nonetheìess, duration of exposure to smoking would have to be

a primary suspect in the case.

Exposure vs. no exposure. Do the offspring of mothers who smoked during

their pregnancies differ in their ìevel of activity and/or attention span

from the offspring of mothers who did not smoke at aìl during the

pregnancy? The examination of reìationships between prenataì cigarette

exposure and AL and/or attention span has thus far invoìved only those

mothers who smoked during pregnancy. To address the question of exposure,

the offspring of smoking pregnancies (i.e., during-pregnancy quitters and

smokers) were compared to the offspring of nonsmoking pregnancies (i.e.,

nonsmokers and pre-pregnancy quitters) . Consistent with the dose-response

prediction, AL was expected to be higher, and attention-span lower for

offspring that had been exposed to cigarette smoking in utero compared to

those who were not exposed (i.e., SP > NSP). Such a finding, in

combination with a dose-response reìationship would add evidence to the
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I i nk between materna I smok i ng and

i nterpretat i ve compì ex i t i es ar i se

d i fferences between the nonsmokers

ch i ì dhood behav i or .

because of potent i a ì

and the smokers.

Once aga i n

pre-ex i st i ng group

Qui tters vs. nonsmokers. Do smokers and nonsmokers differ in such ways

that would determine offspring AL regardless of fetal exposure to cigarette

smoke? lf pre-existing group differences do influence offspring AL, the

predicted positive reìationships between AL and maternal smoking could be

due to the motherrs characteristics rather than smoking per se. This is a

guestion of causal ity: ls it the srnoker or the smoking that causes higher

AL in the offspring of smokers?

Differences between smokers and nonsmokers do exist. Evidence suggests

that smokers differ from nonsmokers bioìogicaì iy, in their personal ity

characteristics, and in their behavior. For exampìe, it has been reported

that smokers begin menopause earl ier than nonsmokers (Baiìey, Robinson E

Vessey, 1979). Furthermore, smoking may be the result of biological

differences according to Hickey, Cìeì ìand, and Bowers' (1978)

genetic-constitutionaì hypotheses. Hickey et al. (1978) argued that
rrcigarette smoking, for many persons, is symptomatic of a physiologic

deficiency that nicotine tends to aì ìeviaterr.

To take another exampìe, Eysenck, Tarrant, Wool f, and Engìand (.l960)

reported that mean extroversion scores increased as the amount of smoking

increased (nonsmokers H=7.02, ì ight smokers, I=7.13, medium smokers,

I=7.\5, heavy smokers, l'1=7.36) and concluded that smokers, on the average,

are more extroverted than nonsmokers. Coan (197Ð repì i cated th i s f i nd i ng,

and reported personal ity differences between smokers and nonsmokers on l9
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other factors (e.g., smokers were more distress prone, and spontaneous than

nonsmokers). Finaìly, Fried and 0xorn (ì980) summarized some of the social

and behavioral ways in which nonsmokers differ from smokers. Smokers, in

general, drink more coffee and aìcohol than nonsmokers, and differ in work

history, education and number of previous pregnancies. There is aìso

evidence that heavy smokers may be undernourished compared to nonsmokers

(Naeye, 1978b) .

The question remains: ls the smoker or the smoking responsible for

differences between offspring of smokers and nonsmokers? This concern has

not been examined in the few studies of maternaì smoking and AL, but it has

been extensively addressed within the wel l-establ ished relationship between

maternaì smoking and birthweight. A brief summary of the debate over the

causaì role of smoking on birthweight wilì iìlustrate the concern and the

approaches to th i s prob I em.

Yerushaìmy was a central figure in the debate over smoking as a causal

influence on birthweight. He argued that low birth weight in infants of

mothers who smoked during their pregnancy may be attributable, not to the

smok i ng, but to the smoker (Yerusha I my, 197q . S i I verman (1977) buttressed

this position with results from a study of 5000 pregnancies, in which birth

weights were examined in each of two subsequent pregnancies for each

mother. Some mothers did not begin smoking until after the first

pregnancy, thus their second offspring was exposed to smoke during fetal

development, while the first was not. The birth weights for the first

newborn of the pair, not exposed to smoke, however was low just as often as

for the newborn of the second pregnancy during which the mother had smoked.

l'loreover,rrfuture smokers" had lower birth-weight infants than those of
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Si ìverman concluded that the findings r¡neither confirm or deny

the hypothesis that smokers rather than the smoking per se causes a

reduction in birth weightrr, but that they dorrsuggest that smokers have a

different reproductive hi story than nonsmokers regardless of whether they

smoke dur i ng pregnancy".

Although some evidence suggests that smoker characteristics influence

birthweight more than smoking per se., there is other evidence that ìeads

to the opposite conclusion. Naeye (1978b) compared birth weights in the

newborns of mothers who smoked dur i ng one pregnancy but not dur i ng another.

Resuìts indicated that birth weights were ìower for the offspring of the

smokìng pregnancy irrespective of birth order, and other factors known to

affect fetaì growth.

The issue of group differences is clearìy appl icable to the

understanding of how maternal smoking may relate to chi ldhood behavior and

performance. lf, for example, mothers who smoke differ from nonsmoking

mothers in ways such that their offspring are ì ikeìy to be more active,

regardìess of prenatal smoking exposure, then findings of higher AL in the

offspring of smokers wouìd not imply a direct reìationship between maternal

smoking and AL. Rather, it could be argued that higher AL in the offspring

is geneticalìy based, and that a woman who is predisposed to high activity

is also more I ikely to smoke. lf this were true, the high AL in the

neonate could be viewed as the result of genotype rather than the uterine

environment. This genetic explanation of high AL in the smoking motherrs

offspring is compatible with Eysenckrs theory of personaì ity and his

finding that smokers are more ìikely to be extroverts than are nonsmokers.

lf AL is substantiaì ìy heritable, and if smokers are predisposed to higher

AL, then the offspring of smokers should be more active.
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Alternatively, women who smoke may be bioìogicalìy simiìar to nonsmoking

women but may differ in their behavlor. Viomen who do smoke may be ìess

"health conscious", â Situation which wouìd have great impì ications for

their offspring both during pregnancy and during later childhood. lf

hyperactivity and attention deficits are ì inked to diet, as some have

suggested, parental concern over nutr i tion couìd certai nly affect AL and/or

attention span in the offspring. The effects of different parenting

practices, such as emphasis on nutrition, are not obvious. A nutritious

diet couìd ìead to mcre energy, thus more activity, whereas a nutritionaì

deficiency couìd suppress activity. A suppressing effect for the AL of

smokers'offspring would not create concern for the interpretation of the

prior prediction that AL wi ì ì be higher for the offspring of smokers.

Suppression of AL in smokersroffspring would, in fact, work against this

prediction.

The intent of examining possibìe pre-existing group differences between

smokers and nonsmokers in this study is to consider the possibi I ity that AL

may be enhanced for the AL of smokers'offspring. lf it is, a simpìe

expìanation citing smoking exposure as a cause wouìd not be tenabìe. It

must be remembered though, that the existence of differences between the

behavior in the offspring of smokers and nonsmokers does not precìude

smoking as a causaì factor in chiìdhood AL and/or attention span.

The NCPP data base provides an opportunity to examine group differences

between smokers and nonsmokers as they reìate to AL and attention span in

the offspring. Specificalìy, both AL and attention span were compared in

the offspring of nonsmoking mothers (i.e., NS) and the offspring of mothers

who had once smoked, but quit prior to pregnancy (ie., PPQ). lt is assumed
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here that pre-pregnancy qu i tters share common "smoker character i st i cs, " and

thus represent smokers as a whole. Their offspring, however would not have

been prenatalìy exposed to cigarette smoking. Differences in offspring AL

and/or attention span between the chiìdren of nonsmokers and pre-pregnancy

quitters then, could not be the result of fetal exposure to cigarette smoke

s i nce ne i ther group of mothers smoked dur i ng pregnancy. Rather, to the

extent that pre-pregnancy quitters represent- smokers as a whole,

differences in AL and/or attention span would be attributable to dissimi lar

character i st i cs between smokers and nonsmokers.

The assumption that pre-pregnancy quitters represent smokers as a whole

may be criticized in view of Hickey's (1978) suggestion that smokers smoke

to al ìeviate a deficiency. ln other words, smokers who persist, ir could

be argued, have a greater def i c i ency than qu i tters. Desp i te the

possibi ì ity that pre-pregnancy quitters may differ frcm snokers who

persist, it seems reasonable to expect that these two groups of women are

more similar to each other than they are compared to nonsmoking women.

Longitudinal Activity Level issues

A description of the deveìopment of AL throughout infancy and chiìdhood

may be heìpful in the context of this study. ln general, understanding of

the the stabi ì ity (or instabi ì ity) of AL or particular patterns of AL over

time may be usefuì. For exampìe, a curvilinear trend in AL, where AL

increases from birth to J years, then decreases throughout childhood, couìd

compl icate the interpretation of a relationship between maternal smoking

and AL such that a relationship would be identifiable whiìe AL is at its

highest, but not earl ier or later. Describing the general development of
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AL throughout chiìdhood is also valuabìe for the understanding of AL. The

I iterature on correlationaì stabi ì ity and mean ìevel AL changes during

deveìopment wi ll be briefìy reviewed as wi ì I the research on an important

correlate of AL, attention span. The ì ink between AL and attention span is

important in view of the suggestion that both may be reìated to maternaì

smok i ng .

Stabi I ity and change in AL. Stabi I ity in AL research refers to

consistency in individual AL difference from one time to another.

Researchers have examined stabiìity coefficients based on child AL and have

found AL to be a stable feature in chiìdhood, e.g., researchers have found

stability in AL from around 2 l/2 to J years (Buss et aì., .l980; Haìverson

t Waldrop, 1976). ln other words, these data argue that a 2-year-old high

on AL at one age wiìl tend to be high on AL at a later age. As for

infancy, AL stebi ì ity has been found in some studies, but only over short

periods of time. For exampìe, Korner, Hutchinson, Koperski, Kraemer, and

Schneider (l9El) using an eìectronic activity monitor, found AL in J2

neonates to be stable over a period of 3 days. Simiìarìy, Rothbart (1980),

using an lnfant Behavior Questionnaire and independent home observations

found stability in AL from J months to I months. The present examination

of stability in AL examined intercorrelations among the infant period, the

preschooì period, and early chi ldhood period.

Stabiìity can aìso be examined in terms of changes in mean level. Quite

independentìy of correlational stability, AL may show an increase or

decrease in mean ìevel over time. Eaton (l9B3b) proposed a possibìe

developmentaì pattern for AL over the life span, and argued that the focus

on correlational stabiì ity of AL over time has detracted from the question
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of a deveìopmentaì pattern in AL. Using 57 studies where interpretabìe

age-AL relationships existed, a developmental pattern in AL outcomes was

found. Specificaì ìy, AL traced a curvi I inear pattern with AL increases

during infancy, a peak between 2 and ! years, and decreases across the

remainder of the I ife-span. A possible explanation for such a pattern is

that physiologicaì or environmentaì inhibitory mechanism(s) of some kind

come into play in earìy chiìdhood. For exampìe, physiologicaì maturational

changes may be occuring between 2 years and ! years. Aìternatively, many

environmental changes that couìd inhibit AL are also occuring during this

time period. This study further examined the possibiìity that AL begins to

decline in early chiìdhood, even though stabiìity in individual differences

was also expected. Specifical ly, it was predicted that an individual's AL

would show test-retest stabi I ity at various times from birth to I years of

age; but that AL at 4 years would be greater than AL in infancy and at /

years.

Activity level and attention span. The ìink between activity and

attention span has been extensiveìy examined with e.xtremeìy active (i.e.,

hyperact i ve) samp I es .

hyperactivity and ìow

Konstantareas, 1979;

l98l). Furthermore,

Amer i can Psych i atr i c

including a diagnosis

hyperactivity is one

relationship between

This research consistentìy links childhood

attention span on vigi ìance performance Goldberg t

Nichoìs E Chen, l98l; Roberts,

the Diaqnostic and Statisticaì

Association, 1980) recognizes

of attent ion cief ic i t d isorder with hyperactivity. tf

extreme end of the AL continuum, then a general

AL and attention span should be found.

Hi ì ich, Loney ê Caputo,

llanuaì (DSl,l-lll,

this linkage by
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Severaì studies have found a negative relationship between AL and

attention span in a noncl inicaì sample. Garside et aì. (1975) conducted a

factor analytic study to examine dimensions of infant temperament. One of

the dimensions was AL as measured on a !-point scale at various times

during the day (i.e., at meaìs, at pìay, at bed time, and while dressing).

Results of the anaìysis showeC AL ìoaded positiveìy on the same principal

components factors as poor attention span and distractabi I ity, as weì I as

spontaneous aggression and maì ìeabi I ity. Simi larìy, Schaefer and Bayìey

(igg¡) found that active lO-month-oìd boys were ìow on attentiveness. The

same relationship could be infered for Z-year-oìds in a study by Repucci

(1970) if the measure of sustained directed activity (SDA) with toys can be

viewed as attention span. Chi ldren were observed during free pìay, and

activity was rated according to the number of squares the chi ìd traversed

during the session. Repucci found an inverse relationship between AL and

the ìength of time the chi ld participated in SDA with toys during free

play.

The AL and attention span ì ink was examined in the current study using

muìtipìe measures on the same child over time. A negative correlation

between AL and attention span was expected at I months, and in chiìdhood.

It was argued that such a correìation, if obtained, wouìd imply a stabìe

inverse relationship between AL and attention span.

Summa r y

The relationships between maternal smoking and AL, an important

childhood characteristic, were assessed in this research project. A broad

perspective was used whereby a number of potential ìy important issues
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regarding maternal smoking were addressed. Furthermore, the development of

AL from the neonate to childhood was expìored and the smoking reìationships

are discussed within this developmental context. ln short, the present

study used a ìongitudinaì, prospective design to examine the etiology of

activity ìevel in chi ldren from birth to eight years. To reiterate, the

speci f ic hypothesi s were:

ì. Among smokers, amount of maternaì smoking wilì be

positively associated with AL in the offspring, and

negativeìy associated with attention span;

2. Among smokers, duration of maternal smoking wi ì ì be

positiveìy associated with AL in the offspring, and

negatively related to attention span;

3. AL wi ì ì be higher, and attention span ìower for the

offspring who were exposed to maternal smoking during

fetal deveìopment, compared to those who had no exposure;

4. AL wi I ì be higher and attention span lower for the

offspring of mothers who once smoked, but nct during their

pregnancy, compared to offspring of mothers who never

smoked;

5. lndividual differences in AL will show longitudinaì

stabi I i ty;

6. Preschooìers (4-year-olds) wi I I be more active than both

older chi ldren (7-year-oìds) and infants (8-month-olds);

7 . Attent i on span wi I ì be negat iveì y rel ated to AL.

Some of these relationships have emerged as tentative, subsidiary

findings in earì ier research. The present investigation examined AL issues
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on a much ìarger scaìe and with greater precision than previous work.

f'loreover, this investigation differed from much previous research in its

design, by studying AL within a prospective longi,tudinal design. ltlost

previous work, e.g., with hyperactives, has been retrospective and open to

a host of selection artifacts. Simi ìari ìy, much research on cigarette

smoking during pregnancy has retrospectiveìy coì ìected information on

smoking behavior, and thus has reì ied on the mother's memory. Because AL

is a cornerstone dimension of child deveìopment, an understanding of itrs

etiology and deveìopment for both normal and cì i nicaì populations shouìd

prove most useful.

l4e thod

Data Base

\,/omen in this study were interviewed during their pregnancy and examined

by their physician at the beginning of their participation in a

longitudinal project designed by the Nationaì lnstitute of Neuroìogicaì

Diseases and Bì indness (NINDB) [later changed to the National lnstitute of

Neuroìogical and Communicative Disorders and Stroke (NINCDS)]. The intiaì

year of the project, 1958, was a pre-test period during which alì study

personneì were monitored. The data was coì lected unti l December Jl, 1965,

with continuaì monitoring throughout. The women invoìved in the NINCDS

Collaborative Perinataì Project were seeking care in various

university-affiliated medical centres in the United States (see Appendix A

for I ist of centres) . Detai led forms were used to col ìect data on the

mothers and their offspring during the project. These forms and

instruction manuals are avai lable through NCPP. A complete summary of the
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or¡ginal subject selection can be found elsewhere (e.g., Niswander and

Gordon 1972) .

Sub i ects

Subjects for the present study were the chì ìdren born to women

participating in the NCPP ìongitudinaì project. Decisions regarding

excìusion of subjects have been derived in part from Nichoìs and Chen's

(.l98.l) exclusion ruìes. Specificaì ly, they excluded, among others,

subjects of multipìe births, those with neuroìogicaì malformations,

bìindness, or a history of focaì-motor seizures. The present study

excìuded these as welì as babies born premature (< 37 weeks), postmature (

> 4l weeks) and smaì ì for gestational age (i.e., under 2000 grams), and

children in a coma at ì year of age. All of these subjects were excìucied

because general izations were sought for a normal popuìation. Final ly, for

those mothers who participated in the study more than once, onìy the first

child was included, since more than one pregnancy per mother would

introduce dependence between data points, a concern aìso expressed by

Niswander and Gordon (1972). These exclusions coupled with missing data on

key variables reduced the finaì sampìe from the original 5l+,908 to 25,035,

The finaì sampìe was comprised of 12,\39 males and 12,595 femaìes, and the

children were primarily f irst borns (9,\22), second borns (l+,797), third

borns (4,099¡ , and four th borns (2,1+9\) . 0ther demograph i c character i st i cs

for the finaì NCPP sampìe are presented in tables I and 2, where it can be

seen that the typical mother in the study r^/as around 24 years oìd, had I I

years of education, had been pregnant about 2 times previous to the study

pregnancy, and had visited the doctor approximately 9 times during the
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study pregnancy. The newborns in the study were born around the 39th

TABLE ]

Demograph i c Character i st i cs for Parents i n the Seì ected NCPP Sampì e

Range

I'lother ' s age

Pr i or pregnanc i es

Prenataì visits to doctor

l'lother's educat ion

Fatherrs education

24.06

I .93

8.gs

10.87

11 .22

6 .03

2.55

3.79

2 .58

3. l0

12-t+7 25035

o-22 24948

1-35 25ot I
o- t 8 2t+569

o-r8 lg87l

gestationaì week and weighed approximately 3l!l grams.
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TABLE 2

Demograph i c Character i st i cs for Newborns i n the Se I ected NCPP Samp I e

SD Range

Gestationaì age (weeks)

Nursery weight (gms)

Body I ength (cms)

Head circumference (cms)

B i rth order

39 .\5

3192.5t+

50 .03

33.79

2.65

1.22

)+I+l .2o

2.\t+

ì .40

ì .94

3l-\t 25035

20r 3-6804 25035

20-60 2t+837

22-\6 24925

I - l6 21+651
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Variables

Various measures were taken: at the birth of the offspring, in the

nursery, cluring infancy (8 months), around J years, À years, / years, and I

years. Some measures were based on common instruments (i.e., metric ruler

or tape, scales and standardized measuring boards), whiìe observational

data uti I ized mothers' seì f reports, study personneì 's di rect

observat i on,/exami nat i on, and summar i zed reports of i nformat i on obta i ned at

ear'l ier times. The summarized reports consist of a synthesis of

information from alì study and hospital records, completed by a senior

study pediatrician. The majority of observationaì data involved l-point

and !-point descriptive rating scaìes. Relevant information about

procedures and specific instructions for administering forms are presented

under the pertinent variable (i.e., AL, attention span, maternal smoking,

control variables and other demographic variabìes), foì ìowing some comments

regard i ng the re ì i ab i I i ty of measures .

Reliabiìity. Aìthough no reìiability and vaìidity data are avaiìabìe

for the measures, both the original and the present study attempted to

enhance reìiability. lnitialìy, the NCPP developed a data processing

system to minimìze errors and provide assurance that unrel iabiì ity due to

coding errors was minimized. The data processing systemrrincìuded

comprehensive reviews and tests at every stage of the processing in order

to minimize errors" (Niswander t Gordon, 1972, pp. l8). The system was

organized in this manner:

l. When an examination was completed and reviewed at the Center, a
copy of the form was sent for data processing to the Perinatal
Research Branch.
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2. The form was then edited by specialìy trained nurses for
completeness and accuracy, and was then coded.

3. Cards were punched, ver i f i ed, and sent to the computer fac i I i ty.

l+. The next stage of processing included a screening of every coìumn
in every card for invalid codes.

5. The data on the cards were checked to determine whether they fell
ouside of range levels establ ished by the medical group
responsible for that particular form. For exampìe, the record
for a chi ld with a first breath recorded in excess of ten minutes
after birth, and who was reported to be ì iveborn, wouìd be
questioned. Simi ìar reviews were made for many other
measurements.

6. The cards earmarked for review in this procedure were returned to
the appropriate evaluations unit which then examined the original
form. lf a mistake was found, the card was corrected and
returned for processing. lf the item was correctly recorded, it
was then forwarded to the phys i c i an i n charge who attempted to
ascertain the reason for the unusual reading. He had two
options. The first was to accept the recording as legitimate and
send the data back to the processing group. The second option
\^/as to request a rev iew by the hosp i ta ì f or conf i rmat ion or
rej ect i on of the observat i on and a subst i tut i on of the correct
observation, if known. lf the observation was incorrect and no
substitution was possibìe, the item was cìassed as unknown.

7. After data were processed into the computer fììe, frequency
distributions were tabuìated periodical ly for specific items in
the file so that unusual vaìues could be rechecked. The originaì
forms were examined to provide a review of these unusual
observat i ons.

The present study attempted to enhance reliabiìity using a method

introduced by Epstein (1980) because of his concern with the lack of

control in research conducted in natural settings. The concern, and

particuìarìy in a ìongitudinal design, is that many variables wí I I

infìuence human behavior and that observations wiìì be a result of these

uncontrol labìe variabìes. The technique to cancel out these uncontrol lable

factors is to aggregate behavior over situations and/or occasions. Eaton

(.I983a) demonstrated this increase in rel iabi I ity through aggregating AL

scores measured by motion recorders (i.e., actometers). The rel iabi ì ity of
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differences in preschooìers'AL was measured using a singìe actometer

reading, then compared to the score derived from muìtiple recordings.

Whi ìe the rel iabi I ity in the former case was .33, the reì iabi ì ity in the

latter rose to approximateìy .88. The multipìe ratings of both AL and

attention span for each chi ld in the current study, aì ìowed for the

aggregation of measures, which presumabìy increased rel iabi I ity,

general izabi I ity, and repì icabi ì ity.

Despite these attempts to enhance reì iabi I ity, the observationaì

measures are crude, and therefore ì ikely to contain a substantiaì error

component. However, for two further reasons, the measures can be

considered adequate. F i rst, to the extent these measures are unrel iabìe,

correlations should be attenuated. Second, the ìarge sampìe size in this

study provides the advantage of enhanced power for statisticaì tests.

Activity ìevel. Within the NCPP data are seven previousìy unanaìyzed

measures of AL. Two are newborn measures, the first derived from a Nursery

H i story comp I eted:

l. sometime during the first 24 hours of ì ife, and again

2. sometime between 36 and 60 hours of age centering about 48 hours of

âgê, and

3. prior to discharge if the infant remains more than 24 hours after

the previous summary, and final ly

l+. weekly for infants who have a proìonged hospital stay.

A designated person observed and rated the newborn's activity as excessive

or diminished, if appl icable. The instructions for the activity measures

were as fol lows:
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This term is intended to classify the infant's activity onìy as
to amount. lt is difficuìt to define what a normal amount of
activity is, so the decision on this must be ìeft to the judgment
of the individuaìs who see the infants and make the initiaì
records. 0nly extremes of excessive or diminished activity are
desired here. "Excessive" shal ì include the hyper-active,
jittery baby and the baby who seems to be never still.
rrDìminished" shal I include the very quiet baby who moves very
littìe.

Local poì icy determined the type of person responsibìe for completing the

Nursery History, but a standard procedure within institutions was required.

To avoid bias, the rater was torrbe unaware of the events of pregnancy

including labor and delivery, and of the subsequent course of the motherrl

and "avoid as much as possible reference to previous recordings."

The foììowing procedure was used to arrive at a single AL score for each

child and to adapt these original ratings into a scale compatibìe with the

other scales used in this study. A rating of "diminished activity'r with no

rating of "excessive" was given a score of I on the new scaìe. Subjects

with no rating of rrdiminished" or "excessive" were given a score of 2, and

one or more ratings of "excessive", with no rating ofrrdiminishedrrresulted

in a score of J.

The second newborn AL measure exists within a report entitled the

Newborn Diaqnostic Summary (PED-8). A senior pediatrician rated the

newborn as hyperactive or hypoactive, also indicating that the diagnosis

was suspect or definite. The foìlowing instructions indicate how these

judgements were made:

Records to be used in preparation of the Diagnostic Summary
incìude all study and hospital pediatric records, including
records of hospitaì care received when the infant is transferred
directly from the nursery to another service or hospitaì for
care. When the infant is finaìly discharged, that hospitaìrs
records should also be used to complete the PED-8 even though
study forms may not be completed in that hospital. A review of
the motherrs records is not be be included in completing PED-8.
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A hyperactive rating was given if activity was judged as excessive, while a

hypoactive rating refìected a paucity of spontaneous activity as reìated to

maturity. Judgements of AL were made with the fol ìowing instructions:

It is recognized that clinical judgment wilI have to incìude
weighing the relative merits and timing of the various
examinations. Differentiation between coding suspect and
definite wiìl vary according to the item and category under
consideration. ln generaì, all cìear cut unguestionabìe
diagnoses, conditions, or states should be coded under definite.
I,Jhere there is doubt regard ing the presence of the cond i t ion or
its existence in significant degree, the coder wi I I encircìe the
appropriate code number under suspect.

For purposes of the present study, a 5-point scaìe was utilized by

treating the diagnoses of suspect and definite as leveìs of behavior. A

rating of definite hypoactivity b/as assigned a value of l; suspect

hypoactívity, a value of 2¡ no rating of hypoactivity or hyperactivity, a

vaìue of 3; suspect hyperactivity, a i+; and definite hyperactivity, a 5.

A third measure of AL (i.e., for the 7 1/2 to l0 month old infant) is

found in the 8-month lnfant Behavior Profile. The profiìe is part of a

40-minute examination conducted by a psychoìogist, and consists of the

observation and rating of each child on a number of dimensions. Ratings

were on a scaìe of I to 5 with each point representing the degree of

manifested behavior, as shown below:

l. Hypoactive: stays guietìy in one place and shows no seìf-initiated
movement;

2. Little activity: seldom moves and only for brief periods;

3. Responds appropriateìy in situations caìling for activity;

4. Huch activity: in action a good deal of time; and

5. Hyperactive: constantìy in motion, cannot be quieted for sedentary
tasks.

lnstructions for compìetion of the Behavior Profi ìe were the fol ìowing:
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"The form provides a summary of the ratings for the major
dimensions considered to be of diagnostic vaìue. The aim of this
form is to simpì ify the recording and coding of the behavioraì
data. The ratings from l-! represent deqrees of manifestation of
specified behavior, not judgment of abnormaìity or normality.
Brain-damaged or "suspect" babies may score frequentìy on the
extremes of some of these categories, but this might not hoìd for
alì areas. Converseìy some "normaì" babies might receive ratings
of ì or ! on certain categories."

The psychologist was asked to evaìuate behavior as i t was

"... observed during sedentary tasks on the mental tests, during
motor tasks and free play,rr and base ratings on frequency of
shifts in position, movements of head, trunk and extremities."

Further i nstructions suggested that the testi ng room be pìeasant wi thout

many distracting items, and that testers avoid wearing white lab-coats in

an effort to provide a casual setting for the chi ldren. The presence of

the mother (or surrogate) was a I so requested dur i ng test i ng.

A f ourth rating of activity (i.e., f or the J-year-old) is a.¿ailabìe in

the Speech, Lanquaqe and ilearinq Examination - Additional 0bservations.

The examination occurred sometime between 2 years lì months and 3 years 2

months, and the Psychologistrs rrAdditional 0bservations" consisted of

check i ng unusua I behav i ors observed dur i ng the test per i od. (See Append i x

B for I i st of unusuaì behaviors) . Hyperactivi ty and hypoactivi ty were

among the unusual behaviors, thus providing a measure similar to the

hypoact i ve/hyperact i ve rat i ng of the newborn. The J-year measure d i ffered

from the earìier newborn measure by attempting to describe the chiìd onìy

on the day of the examination, rather than as a feature of the chi ld over

some time. The examinatíon took pìace in a quiet 8' x l0' room with

attent i on to se I ect i on and p ì acement of furn i ture.

For the purposes of this study, the ratings for the J-year measure of AL

were deaìt with in the same way as the newborn measure (Newborn Diagnostic
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Summary). That is, AL was classified as: l) hypoactive, 2) normal (i.e.,

no rating) , or 3) hyperact i ve.

The 4-year Psycholoqical Exam-Behavior Profi le provides a fifth measure

of AL. This exam was administered by a psychoìogist to children between

the ages of ) years / months and 4 years J months. The psychologists

observed and, as with the 8-month Behavior Profiìe, rated a number of

behavior dimensions on a 5-point scale. Add¡tionaìly, instructions stated

that the purpose \^/as not to differentiate between ìeveìs of normal

behavior; however, distributions on this variable do approach normal ity

(see Nichols ê Chen, l98l). The foìlowing AL scaìe was used to rate the

rramount of activity and motor restlessness demonstrated by the chiìd during

the test sess i on":

l. Extreme inactivity and passivity; very I ittìe or no self-initiated

activi ty;

2. I ittìe activity; content to sit sti ì I most of the time;

3. normal amount of activity; abìe to sit quietly when interested; may

fidget and become restìess at times; may demonstrate a high energy

leveì which is normaì for this age;

\. unusual amount of activity and restlessness; very seldom able to sit

quietìy;

5. extreme overactivity and restìessness; can't sit sti I ì; constantly

in motion; appears propeì led by internal drives; activities may not

be in response to external stimulation.

The psychoìogist was aìso advised to expect a certain amount of

restlessness towards the end of the exami nation. Further i nstructions for
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the rating of dimensions in the Behavior Profile indicated that behavior be

rateq relative to other peers and compared to the folìowing description of

the characteristics a typical l+-year-old child:

Taìkative
Boastfuì
Refuses to admit inabiìity
Assertive
Seìf-prai se and self-approvaì
Physicaìly very active
Bossy and cr i t i ca I of others
Extremeìy curious
Negativistic
Very imaginative
Develops more fears
Supplies alibis:
I'l4y mother does not want me to do th is.I'
"l ha,¡e no time.r'
'rl said, I don't know, didnrt l?rl

Cooperative pìay relationships wi th peers.

The 4-year-oìd is becoming self-dependent in the area of
seìf-help with his abi ì ity to dress, undress, comb his hair and
brush his teeth with minimal assistance. He is becoming very
interested in his surroundings; dispìays a great deal of
curiosity about peopìe and the world around him; asks miìlions of
questions; and now enters the rrwhyrr stage.

He tries out his abi I ities; I ikes to pìay with words and tries
them out; and has many ideas which he is unable to carry out. He
no 'l onger naps in the af ternoon and paraììeì pìay has developed
into cooperative play with two or three of his peers. He is
becoming a sociaì creature and usual ly enjoys attending nursery
school. He is beginning to become conscious of his overalì
physical development in relation to his peers and is now aware of
sex differences. He is interested in the nature of the
differences between the sexes and may be worried about them. He
is beginning to differentiate between boys' and girlsr roles, and
often his pìay is limited to children of the same sex.

His social interest is developing, and he is beginning to have
some guilt about his assertiveness, his boasting and his fears.
His imagination is very ferti le and intense. This rich inner
I ife manifests itseìf in many probìems which are relevant to this
age level. t4any fears and excessive daydreaming may be the
result of the 4-year-oìd's world of "make bel ieveil and imaginary
pìaymates. He may evidence fear of the dark, dogs, fi res, death,
body i nj ur i es and castrat i on. Fears may be more i ntense i n
chi ìdren who have been made more tense by forcefuì feedings,
severe toi let training, scary stories and warnings. Chi ìdren who
have not yet developed independence and social awareness and
rapport may find refuge in this fantasy life.
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ïhe 7-year Psycho I og i ca l E¡eDi¡1etion Behavior Prof ile provides the sixth

measure of activity, a 5-point rating scaìe identical to that used in the 4

year test. Chi ìdren between the ages of 6 years / months and j years l

months were rated by a psychologist on various behavioraì dimensions. 0nce

more, the purpose was not to differentiate between various levels of normaì

behavior, but again, as i ì ìustrated by Nichols and Chen ('l981), the

distribution is near normal.

The seventh measure of AL is for the 8-year-oìd and is found in the

Finaì Speech, Language and Hearing Exam Additional 0bservations.

Hypoactivi ty and hyperactivi ty, aìong wi th l7 other behaviors, were scored

as present or absent during the test period. (See Appendix C for ì ist of

I'Genera I Behav i or Abberat i ons 0bserved dur i ng the Test Per i od") .

Specifications for the examining room indicated the room shouìd be at least

Er x l0'with a table and chairs appropriate for 8-year-oìds, and should be

away from any main sources of ambient noise and free of distractions. The

examiner was to ensure the child was physicaìly comfortable prior to

beginning the examination, and was asked to avoid expressing any

dissatisfaction with the chi ld during testing. Again ratings of AL wi I I be

coded as: l) hypoactive, 2) normal (i.e., no rating), or 3) hyperactive.

Attention Span. Heasures for attention span were taken from forms

described previously, and the reader is referred back to these discussions

for the reìevant instructions/detai ìs pertaining to the part¡cular form

used. l'leasures of attention span are available at 8-months, 4 years, /

years and 8 years. The 8-month measure is found in the lnfant Behavior.

Profíle in the form of a 5-point scale. lnfants are presented with

objects, and evaluated on the following scale as to how much time is spent

wi th the object:
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l. Attends to objects only very briefly; fìeeting, momentary interest;

2. spends short time with objects; is easi ìy distracted;

3. spends moderate amount of time with objects; ìs soon ready for

another toy or ac t i v i ty ;

4. spends fairly long lime with objects; turns eventualìy to new toy or

activity;

spends very ìong time with objects; does not turn to new toy or activity

unìess examiner intervenes. Aìthough attention span may be difficult to

measure during infancy,rrduration of response" as measured by this scale

should provide some indication, albeit a crude indication, of attentional

styìe.

The second attention Span measure was a 4-years measure taken from the

4-Year Psycholoqicai Exam-Behavior Profiìe. Each child was rated reìative

to the average 4-year-oìd (as outlined under the 4-year AL measure) on the

fol ìowing 5-point scaìe:

l. Attends to tasks very briefly; highly distractable; fleeting and

sporadic attention; ìack of concentration interferes significantly

with test performance;

2. spends short time with tasks; easi ly distractable; frequently needs

help in maintaining attention; brief attention may interfere

somewhat wi th test performance;

3. spends adequate amount of time on tasks; able to concentrate until

successful or untiì failure is clear;

4. spends more than average time on tasks; eventualìy is able to turn

to new activity;
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5, highly perseverative; unable to shift attention; fixated at one

task; requires examiner's intervention in order to change activity.

The identical 5-point scale was aìso used the /-year measure of attention

span found in the 7-year Psycholoqical Exam-Behavior Profi ìe.

The third and were fourth 8-year measures of attention found in the

Final Speech, Lanquaqe and Hearinq Exam-Additionaì 0bservation and differ

from the former 5-point measures. Short attention span was coded on this

exam as either being present or absent, and distractibi ì ity as being

present or absent.

Haternaì smokinq. Smoking measures were obtained during the initiaì

interview with the mother in earìy pregnancy (i.e., History Since Last

l'lenstrual Period) , and similar guestions were asked during Repeat Visits.

Among the questions, the interviewer asked the mother:

l. lf she had ever smoked;

2. how many years in total she had smoked;

3. how many cigarettes per day she was smoking at the time;

4. the age at wh i ch she had started smok i ng;

5. if she had quit smoking, the age at which she quit.

From these questions it was determined if a mother: i) ever began smoking;

ii) began smoking, but had quit; iii) stiìl smoked; and, iv) the number of

cigarettes she smoked per day. From this information, mothers smoking

status was broken down into f our groups. iilothers were def ined as

nonsmokers, pre-pregnancy qu i tters, dur i ng-pregnancy qu i tters, or cont i nua I

smokers. Nonsmokers were those mothers who had responded that they had
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never begun smoking and who reported not smoking at aìì repeat visits.

Pre-pregnancy quitters were mothers who had reported having smoked at one

time, but not at the initiaì prenatal visit to the doctor and not at any

repeat visits. During-pregnancy quitters were mothers who reported smoking

at the initiaì visit, but not at any repeat visits. Continual smokers

reported smoking at the initial and at one or more repeat visits to the

doctor. Finally, pregnancies were also classified as smoking or nonsmoking

pregnancies so that the offspring couìd be identified as having been

prenataì'ly exposed to cigarette smoke or not exposed. A smoking pregnancy

included pregnancies in which mothersr smoking was present for part or alì

of the pregnancy (i.e., DPQ plus CS), and a nonsmoking pregnancy involved

those in which no smoking occurred during the pregnancy (NS pìus PPQ).

Table I indicates the percentage of mothers falì ing into each of these

categories. Finaìly, a mean number of cigarettes per day was calculated

for each women who reported smoking at repeat prenatal visits (i.e., CS

onìy). The overalì mean cigarettes smoked per day for this group of women

was 12.17 and the medium was 10. Over half of these women (51+Z) smoked l0

or fewer cigarettes per day, anci about a fourth (262) smoked 20 or more per

day.

Control variables. The variables control led for in the analysis of the

four smoking issues incìuded: birthweight, gestationaì âgê, birth order,

parental education, and maternal aìcohol use and drug exposure. Bi rth

weight was the newborn's officiaì weight recorded usings the fol lowing

i nstruct i ons:

rrRecord the chiìd's of f icial birth weíght. lt is desirabìe that
a metric system scale be used and the weight be recorded in
grams. However, if an Engì ish system scaìe is used, report the
weight in pounds rather than converting to grams. Report ounces
as fractions (--1/16) of a pound thus: seven pounds, six ounces
is recorded as 7 and 6/16."
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TABLE 3

Percentage of l4others i n each Smok i ng Category

Ca tego r y Per cen tage

Nonsmok i ng Pregnanc i es

Nonsmoker s

Pre-pregnancy qu i tters

4l

I

50.82

9586

2589

1217 5

.58

1 .23

Smok i ng

Dur i

Con t

Pregnanc i es

ng-pregnancy qu i tters

i nua I smokers

3.30

43.88

76t

r0il6

47.18 1o877

Gestational age was noted by an ìnterviewer on a form entitìed

Reproductive His_!ry.. lnstructions for determining gestational age follow:

"The ìength of gestation should be given in weeks from the Last
llens'urual Period (LllP) to the termination of pregnancy (corrected
to the nearest whoìe week). The average as determined in this
manner is 40 weeks. lf the gravida reports a duration in months,
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multipìy the number of months by 4 1/3 to get the number of
weeks. Thus, al+ month gestation is equal to l7 l/3 weeks, which
should be recorded as 17. lf, however, the gravida reports "9
months," she probably means term, or 40 weeks). lf the gravida
reports a del ivery as "three weeks earìy" or 'r2 weeks ìate," add
or subtract this number of weeks from 40."

Birth order was determined by subtracting the number of prior lost

pregnancies from the total number of prior pregnancies as reported by the

gravida during the Reproduction History. Parentaì education was also

obtained by the motherrs report during the initial interview.

The measure for maternal alcohoì use is found on the Obstetric

Diagnostic Summary. This instrument was sometimes compìeted by

non-physician personnel (nurses, code clerks, 1ay editors, etc.) at the

prel iminary summarizaLion stage, but was edited as soon as possibìe uncier

the immediate supervision of the 0bstetric Coordinator. The coordinator

attempted to secure any missing information or cìarify inadequate data at

the time. The presence or absence of alcoholism was noted on the summary

form, with instruction that absence should only be indicated if the

condition was definiteìy absent.

l'laterna I drug use was a ì so c ìass if ied as present or absent. Three

measures of drug use are avaiìabìe, two including drugs taken during

pregnancy (Druqs i n Pregnancy) and the other, i nc I ud i ng anesthet i cs

administered prior to and during delivery (Anesthetic Aqents) . ltlothers

were classifíed as having been exposed or not exposed to drugs and/or

anesthet i cs.

0ther demographic variables. These variables included: number of prior

pregnancies and prenatal visits to the doctor, newborn body length and head
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circumference. Except for the ìatter two newborn measures, demographic

data was collected during the interviews with the mother in earìy

pregnancy. The newborn measures (i.e., body ìength and head circumference)

are available from the Deì ivery Report and the Neonatal Examination

respectively. Body length and head circumference were measured by a

pediatrician somewhere between zero and 2l+ hours subsequent to birth. Body

ìength was "measured with the chi ld in supine position on a flat surfaceil

to the cìosest centimeter. Head circumference was recorded to the closest

centimeter using a f lexible measuring tape I'applied f irmly over the

gìabel la and supraorbitaì ridges anteriorly and that part of the occiput

posteriorly which gives the maximum circumference".

Hypothes i s Restatement

Each hypothesis is restated below:

l. Amount of maternaì smoking (l4S) and offspring AL wilì be

positively associated, whi ìe amount of maternal smoking and

attention span (AS) wì I ì negatively associated.

r (lvlS, AL) > o.

r (t'1S, AS) < 0 .

2. AL wilI be higher and AS will be lower for offspring of

mothers who continued to smoke ciuring the entire pregnancy

(CS) compared to those of mothers who quit during their

pregnancy (Oeq¡ .

AL (CS) > AL (DPQ) .

AS (CS) < AS (DPQ) .
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3, AL wiìl be higher and AS will be lower for chiìdren who were

prenatalìy exposed to cigarette smoking during pregnancy (SP)

compared to those not exposed to maternal smoking or

non-smok ing pregnanc ies (¡tSP) .

AL (SP) > AL (NSP) .

AS (SP) < AS (NSP) .

4. AL wi I ì be higher and attention span lower for the offspring

of pre-pregnancy quitters (PPQ) compared to the offspring of

mothers who had never smoked (NS) .

AL (PPQ) > AL (NS) .

AS (PPQ) < AS (NS) .

Note: Haternaì alcohoì use and drug exposure, parentsl

education, gestational âgê, bi rth wei ght, and bi rth order was

partialed out in each of these this analyses.

5. Four-year-old chi ìdren wi ì I be more active than both

J-year-old chi ìdren and 8-month-old chi ldren.

AL (4 yr) > AL (7 yr) .

nL (4 yr) > AL (8 month) .

6. lndividuaì differences in AL wilì show test-retest stabiìity.

r (longitudinal AL pairings) > 0.

7. Attention span (nS¡ and AL wilì be negatively related.

r (AS,AL) < 0.
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Resu ì ts

Preì iminary data manipulation

Two tapes consisting of NCPP data were obtained from the Deveìopmental

Neuroìogy Branch Neuroìogi cal Di sorders Program. 0ne tape cons i sted of

variables that had previously been extracted from the raw data and

convenientìy stored on a summary tape. lt was also necessary to work from

the raw data tape since some of the activity ìeveì measures and smoking

measures were not on the summarized tape. The Developmentaì Neurology

Branch created this raw data tape by extracting the requested information

from the 2l tapes comprising the entire data set. Data from the two

sources was ìinked by identification number, which identified both the

mother and the chi ìd for a particuìar pregnancy. The I inking of the data

was accompl ished using the SAS computer package, as was alì other data

manipulation.

Prior to hypothesis testing, a computer programme was written to modify

the data f or the exam i nat i on of the hypotheses . ltlany of the var i ab ì es were

recoded since the initial coding was inappropriate for analyses. The

number of cigarettes smoked per day was calculated by obtaining a mean for

each mother who reported smoking after the initial prenatal visit. Aìso

the four activity scaìes (i.e., the two newborn, the J-year, and the 8-year

scaìes) were created. To create these scaìes, two-b/ay frequency tables

were examined to determine if any subjects had been rated both hypoactive

and hyperactive on the same measure. For the newborn measure invoìving

multipìe ratings of AL over time, 0.2J"A of the neonates were rated at least

once as diminished, while aìso being rated at least once as excessive.

These contradictory ratings were not used in the creation of the first
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newborn measure, since such inconsistency couìd reflect coding errors.

Similariìy the second newborn measure did not include neonates who were

recorded as both hypoactive and hyperactive (0.O32) in the caìcuìation of

the !-point newborn measure. Recording errors were assumed in these cases,

where ratings on both dimensions were given at the same time. Finalìy, for

the same reason, any 8-year oìd, who was rated as both hypoactive and

hyperactive, (.022), was not given a score on the 8-year activity rating.

No subjects were rated both hyperactive and hypoactive simultaneousìy on

the J-year measure.

ln an indirect way, the very low incidence of a subject be¡ng rated both

hypoactive and hyperactive can be used as evidence of reliability. ln the

first case, where subjects were observed at different times in the nurseÌ-y,

the very few inconsistent ratings suggest that the neonaters AL remained

stab le over rat i ngs. I n the I atter t\"/o measures, where the i nc idence of a

simultaneous rating of hypoactive and hyperactive behavior was low,

reliabiìity in coding is implied. A simultaneous rating of hypoactivity

and hyperactivity wouìd clearìy suggest some sort of unreìiability in the

rating procedure, and the ìow percentage of such ratings is reassuring.

Foìlowing the modification of variables and the creation of AL scales,

each of the outl ined hypotheses were tested. Resuìts from the basic

ìongitudinaì AL hypotheses wiìl be addressed before the smoking results for

purposes of organization. The ìongitudinaì AL hypotheses included an

examination of the longitudinal trend in AL (i.e., curvi I inear hypothesis);

the stabiì ity of AL over time; and the relationship of AL to attention

span.
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Lonq i tud i na I AL hypotheses

Lonq i tud i na I trend. The curvi ì inear AL hypothesis was examined by way

of a pair of t tests, and was supported only in part. The test for the

difference between 8-month AL and A-year AL was significant, t (15566)

17.30, p < .0001. However, in contrast to the prediction, the mean was

higher for 8-month activity (3.12) , than for 4-year activity (3.02) . The

difference for the 4-year to /-year comparison was again significant, t

(l18:l) = 12.21+, p < .OO0l, and was in the predicted direction, the

4-year-olds being more active 1¡t = J,.02) than /-year-olds (l = 2.9Ð . lt

is important to note that the measurement of AL at different ages may be

based on different metrics. ln other words, a score of j for the 8-month

oìd may reflect a different measure of activity than the same score for the

À-year or J-year measure. This is particuìari ly true in comparing the

8-month and A-year scales since a variabìe value of rr4r' at 8 months meant

"much activity", as def ined in the instrutions, whiìe a value of 'r4r' at 4

years meant "unusual amount of activity and restlessness". To the extent

that AL measures at different ages are based on different metrics, trends

in AL over time wouìd be difficult to assess.

Stabi I i ty

Iongitudinal

rn

AL

AL. The hypothesis that individual pairings of

measures would be positiveìy associated was considered

next. Since the pairwise correlations were not independent of one another,

some method of controììing for type I error was advisable. A likelihood

ratio statistic (see l'lorrison, 1976) was used to reduce the possibility of

finding significant correlations by chance. This calcuìation involves

testing the nul ì hypothesis that the entire matrix of correlations is an

identity matrix (i.e., that all off-diagonal correlations are equal to
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zero). The caìculation of this I ikel ihood ratio requires that a subject

has a vaìue on every AL measure, which resuìted in a sampìe size of 5999

for this particular analysis. The nul I hypothesis was rejected impìying

that it was meaningfuì to further discuss the bivariate reìationships

within the matrix, t (21) = 700.9, p < .00i. All correlations are found

in table 4 where it can be seen that l2 out of the 2l correìations between

TABLE 4

Longi tudinal Activity Level Correlations

neo 2 8mo 3yr 4yr 7yr 8 vt

neona te

neona te

I month

J year

4 year

J year

I $ :k:'r:'< .01

.01

. Qf, :'r:'r>k

. I ! :k:'<:'r

.02

-.0t

.0f :kJt

.07 *tr:'<

. I 8 :kJ<tr

- .01

.00

.0!fr:'r

.0! ;lfi

. e$:k;'<:'r

. I Q:k:k:l

I

2

.02

.02

.01

.03

.03

n=5999.

J, p.< .05. :'cJc p < .0005. :kJ<:'r p ( .0001.

AL at different

correlated with

ages are significant. Because

others, they were combined for

some of the AL measures were

further analysis. The
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rationale for aggregating this data fol lows Epstein's (.ì980)

recommendation, and presumabìy enhances the reliability of the measures.

The two newborn measures were significantìy correlated with each other but

did not, with one exception, relate to the later measures. For this

reason, the two newborn measures for each baby were summed to create a

single newborn or neonate scaìe. lt is also apparent from tabìe 4 that the

]-year to 8-year measures were intercorreìated, and were therefore

aggregated into a singìe chi ìdhood measure. Whi le al ì of the chi ìdhood

measures were significantìy correlated, the highest magnitude correìations

were between the l+-year and /-year measure. A partial expìanation for this

is that the 3-year and 8-year intercorrelations are attenuated due to the

less than ideal distributional properties of these 3-point measures. The

8-month score was significantly reìated to the ìater childhood measures,

but for three reasons was kept distinct. First, the magnitude of the

8-month i ntercorreì at i ons were not as strong as the i ntercorrel at i ons at

later ages. Second, there was the suspicion that perceptions of AL at 8

months wouìd be very strongly influenced by whether the infant was walking

or not. Thus, the 8-month AL ratings wouìd reflect individual differences

in maturational timing rather than in customary energy expenditure.

Final ìy, as previousìy described, the discontinuity between newborn and

childhood AL may indicate that some kind of development transition occurs

between infancy and early chiìdhood. To consider the possibiìity of such

discontinuity, the 8-month measure was maintained.

AL and attention span. Prior to examining the relationships between AL

and attention span, the four attention span measures were also assessed

using the I ikel ihood ratio test. This again required that each subject
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have a value on every attention measure, and resulted in a sample size of

83.l l. The matrix was found to be significantìy different from the idenrity

matriX, x2 (10) = 2792.65, p < .0001, i.e., off-diagonal correlations

differed from zero. The i ndividuaì correìations between the attention span

TABLE 5

Longi tudi nal Attention Span Correìations

Age

hy, 7yr 8yr(l) 8yr(z)

8 mo .0I .02 .00 - .01

l, y, . Q$Jc:k;r .Q/:k:';:l .06)'.)'rJr

7 yr .12>'<;k:'< .Qlf<>'c:l

8 yr(l) .52;.tt<

n=831 l.

:l;k:'< p < .000ì.

(AS) measures can be seen in tabìe 5.

Two attention span measures were derived and used for al l the following

analyses. The l+-year, J-year, and two 8-year measures were significantìy

related to each other, and were combined to create a chiìdhood attention
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span measure. lt should be noted that the very high correlation between

the two 8-year measures is probably inflated due to these measures being

recorded by the same rater in the same situation and at the same time.

Once again, the 8-month measure was unrelated to the same construct at

ì ater ages, so the 8-month attent i on span var i ab I e rema i ned separate. The

discontinuity between the 8-month and later childhood attention span

measures is consistent with the pattern in AL, and provides further reason

to suspect that some kind of developmental transitîon may be occurring at

this time.

The exam i nat i on of rel at i onsh i ps between AL and measures of attent i on

span invoìved ! correlations, thus the control of Type'l error again became

necessary. The mu!tistage Bonferroni procedure, introduced by Lazelere and

l'lulaik (1977), was used to reduce the probability of making at least one

Type I error to .05. This involved adjusting the alpha ìeveì by dividing

the nominal aìpha of.05 by the number of a priori tests. With this

adjusted alpha of .0.l, it was determined that 2 of the j correìations were

significant. During the next step of the muìtistage procedure, the 3

nonsignificant correìations were retested, agâin readjusting the alpha.

This involved Cividing the previously estabì ished alpha (.0ì) by the number

of a priori tests (5) minus the number of nonsignificant correìations (3).

Since al I nonsignificant correlations remained nonsignificant at the new

.00! alpha, the stage procedure termi nated.

The results regarding the AL and attention span correìates (see table 6)

indicated that the predicted negative correìation for 8-month AL and AS was

not supported. ln contrast, AL and attention span were significantìy

positively related in infancy. The expected negative relationship, where
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TABLE 6

Actìvi ty Leveì by Attention Span Correìates

Attent i on Span

i nfanr child

neona te

Activity infant

child -. J,!:k>kic

n=not less than 3021.

J, p. .000.l.

Note. 0nly significant correìations as determined by Lazelere and

l'lu ì a i k (1977) procedure are tab I ed .

AS is associated with high AL, was however, strongly supported in

chiìdhood, r (6864) = -,35, p < .OOOl.
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l'laterna I smok inq and ALlattent ion span hypotheses

Variabìes. The examination of smoking behavior as a predictor of both

AL and attention span involved the multiple regression technìque, which

al lowed for the statisticaì control over prenatal exposure to drugs and

medication taken during pregnancy, anesthetics administered prior to and

during deì ivery, and severe alcohol usage. The percentages of newborns who

had been prenataì ìy exposed to drugs and alcohol are presented for each

smoking category in table 7. Nursery weight, fathersr and mothers'

education, gestationaì âg€, and birth order were aìso partialìed out of the

ana ì ys i s. The means and standard dev i at i ons for these cont i nuous

ÏABLE 7

Percentage of Prenataì Exposure to Drugs and Alcohol by Mothers Smoking
Status

Non-smok i ng
pregnanc i es

Smok i ng
pregnanc i es

NS PPQ DPQ CS

Drugs dur i ng Pregnancy

lvled icat ion dur ing pregnancy

Anes thet i cs dur i ng de I i very

A I coho I i sm dur i ng pregnancy

94.31

76.05

8z .98

.01

95.75

83.94

86.92

.00

9\.72 95.60

77.75 80.03

82.5t 86. t 7

.00 .09

predictors are found for each

among alì predictor variables

smoking group in table

are found in tabìe 9.

8. I ntercorreìations

The var i ab I es of
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l'leans and Standard Deviat ions f or Cont inuous
Smok i ng Status

54

Pred i ctor Var i ab I es by f'lothers

Nonsmok i ng Pregnanc i es

NS PPQ

SD¡1SD

Fatherrs education
l'lotherr s educat ion
Gestational age
Nursery weight
B i rth order

l ì .98 3.22
11.\5 2.59
39.53 1.2o

3286.55 446. ìo
2.t+8 l.9o

il.13
ro.74
39.43

324r.r8
2.6t+

3.35
2.79
1.22

U+6.27
I .98

Smok i ng Pregnanc i es

DPQ CS

SDSD

Fatherrs education
l'lotherrs education
GestationaI age
Nursery weight
Bi rth order

11.20
1o.72
39.50

32t+3.98
2.60

3.02
2.69
l.2l

440. 1 3
I .86

r r.09
l0 .68
39.50

31 16.32
2.7 t

2.79
2 .33
1 .25

r+T.31+
I .90

interest for the testing of the smoking hypotheses included the mean number

of cigarettes smoked per day, and three orthogonaì contrasts regarding the

mothers smoking status. The three a priori contrasts were: i) short vs.

long exposure (DpQ vs. CS) ii) exposure vs. no exposure, (NSP vs. SP) and

i i i) quitters vs. nonsmokers (eeq vs. NS).

As weli as controlìing for these variabìes, adjustments were made to

three of the variabìes. First, newborns with weight under 2000 grams were

excìuded because these babies were smalì for gestationaì age, and it was

thought this could independentìy influence AL and,/or AS. Second, the birth
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TABLE 9

lntercorrelations Among Predictor Variables in Regression Anaìyses

23

Drugs in preg 3l 04

l'led icat ion 07
>'<:k J<

Anaesthet i cs

Nursery we ight

Fatherrs educ

Hother's educ

B i rth order

Gestational age

Alcoholism

l0 Duration

45b

03 07 07

06ilil

05 20 1l

05 06

61+

789
-0r 04 00

00 07 00

-31+ 04 -o ì

12 28 -0r

-30 06 oo

-27 07 00

-03 0l

00

l0 I I

02 02
:k:k >k:t

03 03
.r.ù-r. -r--r.J.

03 03

-ì4 -ll+

-03 -03

-03 -04

0l+ 04

00 0l

02 02

77
J..r- {,

12

03
;k;k Jc

06

04
*J<:'<

-03

06

06

-01

o2

0l

3t+

.h{

t3

02
;l:'ç

v5
:k Jc

05

-08

-0t

03
:!

l2

03
:1

03
>'r

00

00

00

ll Exposure

Predisposing
factors

Amount

J, p < .05. :'c:t p ( .0005. :'c:k:'c p < .000.l.

r3

order variable included a very smal l percentage (.OOO5) of negative values,
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which were assumed to be recording errors and thus discarded. ln addition,

the birth order distribution was highìy skewed so a transformation using

the natural logarithm was appìied. Although this did not normalize the

distribution, it did reduced the variance and the effect of outl iers.

Third, the mean number of cigarettes smoked per day was highly skewed, and

therefore transformed using a ìogarithmetic transformation.

Reqression models. Two separate regression models were estabì ished to

address the four smoking questions. The first model included onìy those

mothers who continued to smoke during their entire pregnancy (i.e., CS).

This model was used in two separate anaìyses to examine the dose-response

reìationship between maternal smoking amount and measures of activity and

attention span in the offspring. The second prediction eguation was used

to examine specific relationships between smoking status and both AL and

attention span, thus both smokers and nonsmokers were included. Both

modeìs tested the appropriate hypothesis, whiìe partiaìl ing out the controì

variables. The specific hypotheses for each of the smoking questions were

evaluated by the significance of the beta weight for the smoking variabìes.

ln other words, the predictive vaìue of aìl control variables was

establ ished, and then the additionaì predictive value of the maternaì

smoking variable was considered. The smoking variable consisted of the

mean number of cigarettes smoked per day (for model ì), and the contrast of

i nterest (for model 2) .

Dose-response rel at i onsh i p. The hypothes i zed dose-response rel at i onsh i p

between the number of cigarettes smoked per day and AL Ii.e., (¡4S, AL) > 0]

was supported, but onìy partially, because the number of cigarettes smoked

per day was predictive of AL increases only for neonatal AL (see table l0).
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TABLE ] O

Predictive Success for Amount of Smoking on Activity Level and Attention
Span

Neona te I nfant chitd

2 .7 5 t, 8507Activity

Attent i on Span

- .32

-.53

6793

6785

l . l5 2lt+8

.03 3203

tkp< .0006 .

The amount of smoking during pregnancy was not, however, associated with

increased levels of AL at I months or in childhood, and similarly, the

expected association between smoking and reduced attention span was not

supported at 8 months or in childhood. The compìete set of predictors was

significant at al I ages in accounting for both AL and attention span

variance, which can be seen in tabìe ll. The correìations and beta weights

for each of the predictor variabìes and the dependent measures are found in

table 12, and the t vaìues for al I control variables in this regression

modeì are presented in table .l3.

Duration of exposure. As wìth the test of the dose-response

relationslrip, the hypothesis regarding ìong vs. short duration of exposure

Ii.e., AL(CS) > AL(DPQ)] involved only the offspring of smoking mothers,

however, one group of smokers quit during pregnancy (Oeq¡ and the other

continued to smoke for the entire pregnancy (CS). As indicated in table
.l4, signifîcant differences in AL were found in the neonate, t(14133) =
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TABLE ì I

Predictive Success for the Fulì lç1odei in
Smok i ng i s Used to Pred i ct Act i v i

Regressions where Amount of
ty or Attention Span

N eona te I nfant chitd

r2 rz rz

Activity level

Attent i on Span

.003 2 ,l+3:<;< 8507 .010 9 .61 ",'t 6793

.009 6.37;r:, 6785

.020 J.67;,:, 2.¡48

.O20 6.76;,:, 3203

r', p < .01 f<:'< p < .000 1

2"21+, p < .03 with higher AL for newborns whose mothers had smoked during

the entire pregnancy. Whether a smoker quit during pregnancy or continued

throughout did no'L significantìy contribute to AL at other ages or to AS in

infancy or chi ìdhood. The r2 and F vaìues for the overal I set of

predictors are found in table 15, where it can be seen that the set of

predictor was significant for all ages for both AL and attention span. The

correlations for each of the predictor variabìes with AL or attention span

are found in tabìe 16, and the t values for control variables in this

regression model are found in table 17.

Exposure vs. no exposure. The next hypothesis compared mothers who

smoked during pregnancy to those who did not, and predicted higher AL for

childrenwhohadbeenexposedtocigarettesmokeinutero[i.e.AL(SP)>

AL(NSP)]. Recaìl that smoking pregnancies (SP) incìuded mothers identified

as continual smokers (CS), as welì as those who smoked for only part of

thei r pregnancy (OpQ) , and nonsmoking pregnancies (NSP) incìuded mothers
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Cor re ì at i ons and Beta
Heasures in Regression

TABLE 12

We i ghts for Pred i ctor Var i ab I es
where Amount Smoked i s Used to

Attent i on Span

and Dependent
Pred i ct AL or

Pred i ctor Neona te 8 months Ch i ì dhood

Activi ty Level

(¡=8!0/) (n=67 93) (n=2 ì48)

Drugs
l'1ed icat ion
Anes thet i cs
Nursery weight
Fatherrs educat i on
l'lother's educat ion
Birth order
Gestationaì age
Alcohol
Cigarettes per day

.01
- .0.l

.00

.02Jc

. oJ:r

.0ì

.00

.02!<

.00

.03

.022

.0t7
- .005

.000

.004:t
-.001

.003
"00 3
.o29
.02l:i

.00
- .04Jrrr

.02

.04trJr

.02>k
n,

- .0!f<:'r:l
^ 

r .r¡ -r¡ -r-. v)."".
- .01
-.o2

.034
- .0/ ì :'<:k:'<

- .o2l
.000
.00 t

- .001
- .082

.015
- ì to
- .005

.00 .09

.0/;k:'< . 169

.0!:'c .035
- .0 I .000
.0/:'<;r .0 I 4
.04:k - .OO7

-.lQ:'c'.r>k -.115
- .01 - .017
.00 -. t03
.02 .o52

Attent i on Span

(n=67 g5) (¡=120 l)

Drugs
l'1ed icat ion
Anes thet i cs
Nursery weight
Fatherrs educat i on
Hotherrs educat i on
Birth order
Gestational age
Alcohol
Cigarettes per day

.01
- . oJ:k
-.02

. QI¡:'<:';:k

- . ol:!
- .02;l
- .01

^ 
r -r- -r¡ -r¡. v?."".

. Q l¡:kfcf<

- .01

.08

.05

.04

.00

.01

.00
- .03

.o2

.10
-.0ì

.02 .08
- .o2 - .08
.0t .0ì
.00 .00
.ll:'<Jr:t .02
. lQ:trkf< .02
.02 .07
.04:l .03

- .01 - .40
.00 .00

>'r p < .05. :t:'< p < .005. :'<Jc:l p < .0005.
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TABLE 13

t Values for Control Variables in Regression where Amount of Smoking
Used to Predict Activi ty Leveì and Attention Span

IS

Pred i ctor Neona te

in=8507)

I months

(n=6793)

Ch i ì dhood

(n=2 I 48)

Activity Level

D rugs
Hed i cat i on
Anes thet i cs
Nursery we i ght
Father's education
I'lother's educat ion
B i rth order
Gestational age
Alcohol

1 .17
-1.91
-0 .48

1.79
2.Jix

-o .32
0 .51
1 .17
0.25

0 .85
-J.83:t:tr'
-1.27

I 1r). ¿)
0 .40

-0.24)k*rk
-7.3\"

2.52
-0.52

-0.92
2.18:tf<
0 .57

.00
I .69

-o.70
-3.6.l>r:'ç;r
-1.0t
-0.ì2

Attent í on Span

(n=6785) (n=3203)

Drugs
l'ledication
Anesthet i cs
Nursery we ight
Father rs educat i on
llother rs educat ion
Birth order
Ges tat i ona ì age
Alcohoì

I .87
-2 .l+4;,
-1.71

2 .7 2;<

-2 .l9r<
-0 .69
-2.\2':<

I r f.i¡-r¡.r¡).) l"^"
3 .6I t'tt"tr

I .24:k
-2.40ir
0.t5

-r.40
3 . 70fr:kt"
3 . I 2t":rtr
t T a -r¡-r¿.r-). )¿"""
2.ilsc

-0.82

rt p < .05. :!:t p < .005. :'c:'t:t p < .0005.

who had never smoked (NS) along with those who had smoked but quit prior to
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TABLE I 4

Pred i ct i ve Success of Smok i rrg Status on AL or Attent i on Span

Contrast Neonate 8-months Chi ld

Activity

(n=1765t+) (n=.l4173) (n=4873)

Long vs . shor t durat i on 2.24r<

Exposure vs . no exposure I .6 I

Qu i tters vs. nonsmokers -.50

.77

1.36

-2.48'i

.18

I .50

-.72

Attent i on Span

(¡= I l+ ì 46) (n=6780)

Long vs. short durat i on

Exposure vs. no exposure

Qu i tters vs. nonsmokers

'l p < .05.

.05

-1.33

.05

.0t

-t.9t

t .66

Note. Qu i tters refer to pre-pregnancy qu i tters.

pregnancy (i.e., PPQ). As slrown in tabìe 14, the comparison of smoking vs.
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TABLE 15

Pred ict ive Success of the Fu I I Regress ion iïodel where l'lothers Smok i ng

Status predìcts Activity Leveì or Attention Span

neona te i nfant ch i I dhood

12 F n 12 F n rz F n

Activity Level .005 6.95:, 1765\ .0.l0 16.81':< lt+173 .020 8.02i t+873

Attent i on Span

r', p < .000.l

.009 ì0.14:'< l4ì46 .020 ìr.!8ic 6780

no smoking during pregnancy did not significantìy increase AL at any age.

Similariìy, the smoking vs. no smoking comparison was not predictive of

attent i on span.

Qu i tters vs. nonsmokers. The f i na I pred i ct i on was based upon the

expectat ion tha'r- AL may be h igher f or the of f spr i ng of smokers as compared

to nonsmokers due to characteristics of the mother, rather than as a result

of fetal exposure to cigarette smoking Ii.e., AL(PPQ) > AL(NS)]. Activity

leveì was examined for chiìdren whose mothers had always been nonsmokers

and compared to those whose mothers had once smoked, but had quit prior to

pregnancy. Activity leveì was hiqher for infants (i.e., 8-month-olds) of

mothers who had never smoked, as compared to AL of infants whose mothers
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Cor re ì at i ons
itleasures in the

TABLE I6

and Beta We i ghts for Pred i ctor
Regress i on where Hothers Smok i ng

AL or Attention Span

Var i ab ì es and Dependent
Status i s Used to Pred i ct

Pred i ctor Neona te B months Ch i I dhood

Activity Level

(n=t7 65t+) (n=14173) (n=48 7 3)

Drugs .0 l
l'ledication -.0.l
Anes thet i cs - .0 I

Nursery weight .Ozt.t.
Fatherrs education .04trJ.)'<
lilother's education .Qla:t:'<:'<

Birth order -.01
Ges tat i ona I age . Ql:'<:'c

A I cohol .00
Long vs short durat ion .01:'<:'rft
Exposure vs no exposure .0.l
Qu i tter vs nonsmoker .0llt:'<r<

.0.ì
-.o2
-.o2

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.04

.01

.00

.02

.02
- . Q!:k:t:'<

.01

. QlaJr:t:'<

.01

.00
- .08

. Q!:'r:'cJ<

.00

.01
-.o2

.01

.09
- .08
-.03

.00

.00

.00

.08

.01

.09

.01

.02

.0.ì

.00 -.12

.04*:l . I I

.QS:'c:t:'c .03
- .0.Ì .00

.Q$:k:'c:'< -.111

. 06:'<:'<:'r .00
-.llf<:'<:l .07

.0 r .03

.00 .01

.03't .03

.0ì .0i

.o2 .0 ì

Attent i on Span

(n=14.l46) (n=6780)

Drugs
l'led icat ion
Anes thet i cs
Nursery weight
Fatherrs educat i on
lvlotherrs educatíon
Birth order
Gestationaì age
Alcohoì
Long vs short duration
Exposure vs. no exposure
qu i tters vs. nonsmokers

.01

. Q!:'<f<:t

- .0J:'r>'<

. Qf,:t:'cft:'c
- .02r'.
-.02-:.
- .01

.04t Jr:'<

.02>'c

- .0J:!;'t
-.01
-.o2

.o2 .05

.00 .01+

.02 .01

.Olrt .00

.llfr:lJ< .02

.ll>t:t;l .O2

.02 .06

.03 .0 i
-.0ì .39
-.0r .03

.0 I .00

.00 .04

.06
- .07
- .06

.00

.00

.00
- .01+

.0t

.6¿

.01

.00

.00

't p < .05. fc:l p < .005. >k*f< p < .0005.
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t Va l ues for Controì Var i ab l es i n
Predict Activity

TABLE I7

Regress i on where Smok i ng Status Contrasts
I eve l or Attent i on Span

Pred i ctor Neona te I monihs chiìd

Activi ty Leveì

(n= I 7564) (n= l4l 73) (n=487 3)

Drugs
Itledication
Anes thet i cs
Nursery weight
Fatherrs educat i on
I'tother's educat ion
B i rth order
Gestational age
Alcohoì

1.023
-3. l4rr*
-2 .l+2;,

2 .10:'<:'r

2 .l+3:<
2.igx

-0 .38
I .81
0 .28

3 ' 40:'c:'t

-f, . Q$:'r:'r:'<

-2.33;,
r a a-r¡-r¡-r¡-r-). ) I ^"""
0.09
I .87

-lQ./$:'c:'::'<
3.6I t"t"t"

.36

-t.86
3.o2tr*
0 .87
0.t2
1.75
0 .l+4

-6.63,tt',:'.
-0.4r
-0 .08

Attent i on Span

(n=ì4146) (n=6 7 8o)

Drugs
l'led icat ion
Anes thet i cs
Nursery weight
Father's educat i on
l'lotherrs educat ion
Birth order
Gestational age
Aìcohol

2.23x
-4 .94t','tr.
-3.62:,;,:,
6.25;,xs.

-1.90
-t .22
-l+.3lttt',:,

3 . I 3;'c:'t

2.25r<

l.t5
-1.83
0.48
0.66
5.65¡'x
la . la la :'c:'< :'<

la . f,$:'<:'r;t

r .40
-0.79

>'< p < .05. p. < .005. :l>!:t p < .0005.

quit prior to pregnancy ! (.I2) = -1.48, p < .013. This comparison however,

was not significant at other ages for AL or for attention span.
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The resuìts for the AL-smoking hypotheses are summarized in table 18,

where it is evident that the smoking-AL reìationship at younger ages

disappears during childhooci. ïhe values for the smoking-attention span

TABLE I 8

S i gn i f i cance of Hypothes i s Tests by Age

H ypo t heses

Age

Neonate 8 months Chiìdhood

AL increases with amount smoked .00c I

AL i ncreases w i th durat i on of smok i ng .O3

AL i s h i gher for offspr i ng of smok i ng ns
pregnanc i es vs nonsmok i ng pregnanc i es

AL differs for offspring of nonsmokers ns .0ì
and pre-pregnancy qu i t ter s

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

hypotheses are not tabìed since none of them were significant.

Discussion

Considered in their entirety, the present study finds that neonataì AL

is influenced by variation in fetal exposure to cigarette smoke. Soon

after birth however, other factors become more important for the etiology

of AL. From the longitudinaì anaìysis, it was found that AL decreased from

i nfancy onward, that d i scont i nu i ty occurred between newborn and ch i ì dhood
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AL, and that the relationship between AL and attention span changed from

i nfancy to ch i I dhood. These f i nd i ngs suggest that factors other than

maternaì smoking are critícaì for the understanding of AL over time.

Furthermore, the relationship between maternal smoking and AL was evident

onìy in the newborn, and repl ication of this finding is necessary. Each of

the results for the maternaì smoking and ìongitudinal issues are discussed

be ì ow.

l'laternal smoking and behavior in the offspring

Although the pattern of results for the maternal srnoking issues is

complex, it provides some evidence for a reìationship between maternal

smoking and AL in young offspring. Generalìy, the examination of AL in the

offspring of smokers suggests that maternai smoking may be reìated to AL in

the very young, and ihat this relationship is either nonexisteni or

obscured by other factors at later ages. Newborn AL does not, however,

differ for the offspring of smokers and nonsmokers. Whi le this latter

seemingly incompatible finding impl ies that there is no relationship

between maternaì smoking and neonatal AL, the finding can also be explained

by other characteristics of smokers and nonsmokers.

Neonatal AL in offsprinq of smokers. The predictions regarding neonataì

AL for the offspring of smokers were supported. That is, AL increased as

the amount (i.e., l'lSamt > 0) and the duration (i.e., CS > DPQ) of maternal

smoking increased, even when birthv¡eight, gestational âgê, birth order,

parental education, and maternal alcohol use and drug exposure were

partial ìecl out of the analysis. Whi ìe an association between hyperactivi ty

(i.e., the upper end of the continuum) and maternal smoking has been
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reported, the findings here suggest that maternaì smoking may be related to

the entire continuum of AL in the very young, though it should be noted

that the continuum was created from reports of excessive, diminished, and

normal AL. The demonstration of a dose-response relationship does support

the notion of a causaì link between the amount smoked and newborn behavior,

as does the finding that AL is lower in newborns of mothers who quit

smoking early in their pregnancy compared to newborns who were exposed to

c i garette smoke throughout feta I deve ì opment.

Neonatal AL in offspring of smokers vs. nonsmokers. lf maternal smoking

is related to AL in the offspring, and this is impl ied by the finding that

neonataì AL increased with amount and duration of maternal smoking, it

would folìow that AL shouìd also be higher for offspring who had been

prenataììy exposed to cigarette smoke compared to those who had not been

exposed. Such differences however, were nor. found. This absence of a

difference is consistent with Saxton's (1978) finding that AL did not

differ between the newborns of smokers and nonsmokers. ln contrast to the

resuìts regarding neonataì AL in the offspring of smokers, the fai ìure to

find differences when comparing smokers and nonsmokers impl ies there is no

reìationship between neonatal AL and maternaì smoking. This paradox may be

explained by considering the final smoking issue, pre-existing mother

characteristics.

The purpose of comparing AL in the offspring of smokers and nonsmokers

was to address a possibìe criticism that higher AL in offspring of smokers

could be due to predisposing mother characteristics rather than to smoking

per se. To examine this possibility, AL in the offspring of mothers who

had never smoked was compared to the AL i n those whose mothers had once
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smoked, but who quit prior to pregnancy. Pre-pregnancy quitters were

assumed to possess the "smok i ng character i st i csil that wou ì d contr i bute to

higher offspring AL, yet their offspring would not have been exposed to

cigarette smoke during fetaì deveìopment. ln contrast to the prediction,

th i s compar i son of nonsmokers' and pre-pregnancy qu i tters' offspr i ng

revealed that AL was lower for the infants of women who had once been

smokers. ln other words, differences between these two groups of mothers

appear to contribute to AL such that offspring AL is suppressed for the

infants of women who once smoked. lf pre-pregnancy quitter do represent

smokers in generaì, it is not surprising that the comparison of smokers and

nonsmokers in this study fai ìed to uncover AL differences consistent with

those found in the dose-response and duration anaìysis. That is, if

predisposing or environmental variables associated with being a smoker,

ìead to ìower offspring AL, end prenataì smoking exposure ìeads to higher

offspring AL, then these two sets of variabìes may cancel each other out.

lloreover, this possibility could expìain why Saxton (1978) failed to find a

difference between AL in the newborns of smokers and nonsmokers.

The impìications of an association between characteristics of smoking

mothers and low infant AL are critical for researchers examining the I ink

between AL and maternaì smoking. First, there are obvious methodoìogical

impl ications for future research. For exampìe, comparisons of smokers and

nonsmokers may be meaningìess without identifying, and perhaps controì ì ing

for, character i st i cs assoc i ated wi th the smok i ng mother that may reduce

offspring AL. Past examinations of maternaì smoking and AL have not

directly examined the issue of such mother characteristics, although

attempts have been made to control for variables that are known to covary

wi th materna ì smok i ng.
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Second, suppressed AL for the offspring of smokers is of interest from a

theoreticaì viewpoint, since it is in opposition to the Eysenckian genetic

expìanation, which would predict h¡gher AL for these offspring. Smokers

are presumably more I ikely to be extroverted and active, thereby passing on

the predisposition for high activity to their chi ìdren. Aìthough the ìow

AL i n offspr i ng of pre-pregnancy qu i tters (compared to the offspr i ng of

nonsmokers) does not support the Eysenckian hypothesis, it can sti ì I be

consistent with a genetic hypothesis. For exampìe, if smoking women tend

to marry introverts, the AL of their offspring would refìect the father's

genet i c contr i but i on to I ower AL.

Finaììy, the finding that infants of nonsmokers and quitter differ in

AL, emphasizes the presence of other factors that influence AL. Different

causal processes are likeìy operating in the link between low infant AL and

mother characteristics, and in the positive ì ink between neonataì AL and

fetaì cigarette exposure (i.e., increasing AL with increasing amount and

duration of exposure). For exampìe, women who smoke may be less conscious

of heaìth-related issues than their nonsmoking counterparts. lt wouìd

foììow that such an attitude could lead to minimal parentaì attention to

nutrition and general health in their offspring. Such behavior couìd have

an observable impact by inhibiting overal ì deveìopment within the infant,

thus sìowing motor development. There is reason to beì ieve that ìower

activity in the infant is associated with overalì level of maturation

(Richards t Newberry, 1938). Low infant AL in the offspring of

pre-pregnancy quitters then, could be due to prenataì behaviors that lead

to slow maturation, whiìe heightened AL with increasing amount and duration

of maternal smoking could be due to smoking exposure.
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Extensive examination of fetaì measures during maternaì smoking will be

required to understand how maternal smoking contributes to neonatal

behavior such as AL. Physioìogicaì and behavioral changes reìated to

maternal smoking have been noted in the fetus. These include reduced

breathing, heart rates (llanning E Fegeraberd, 1976), and fetal movements

(Thaler, Goodman E Dawes, .l980). Cole, Hawkins, and Roberts (1972) found a

striking resuìt when they measured carboxyhaemoglobin leveìs in pregnant

mothers and their fetuses. Carboxyhaemogìobin forms when carbon monoxide

combines with hemogìobin in the bìood, and resuìts in dispìacement of

oxygen from the hemoglobin. The highest fetal ìevels were twice that of

the mothersr ìevel. \,Jhiìe there is some evidence of physioìogicaì ef fects

of prenataì cigarette exposure during fetaì development, the effects of

srnoking on the offspring after birth are much less clear. Fried and Oxorn

(1980) suggest that immediate neonatal effects of intrauterine cigarette

exposure may occur due to withd¡-awl and/or the phenomenon of tolerance (pp.

28). Further systematic experimentaì study of the effects of cigarette

smoke on fetal development wilì be necessary to understand how it is that

behavior may be related to intrauterine cigarette exposure. The present

correlational work heìps to highl ight the need for doing such experimentaì

studies.

lnfant/Chiìd AL and maternal smoking. While the discussion has focused

on the reìationship between maternaì smoking and AL in the neonate and the

infant, some comments must be made regarding the failure to find an

association between maternal smoking and AL in chi ldhood. This finding is

consistent with Streissguth et alrs (1984) finding for 4-year olds, where

AL was measured with a motion detector. lt should, however, be noted that
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the present study differed from theirs by examining only smokers in the

dose-response reìationship and by using subjective ratings of AL. Likewise

the lack of a reìationship between maternal smoking and activity in the

current study was found by Landsman-Dwyer, Ragozin and Little( l98l), whose

measure of AL (i.e., the Werry, Weiss, and Peters Activity scale) was more

simi lar to the present measure. ln contrast to these results however, a

relationship between maternal smoking and activity was reported using

mothers' ratings of their chi ìdren's activity (Landsman-Dwyer, Ragozin, t'

Little, l98l). ln their study, the differences may be due to differences

in ratings by smokers and nonsmokers rather than real AL differences.

Aìthough further research is required to examine the relationship between

maternaì smoking and the continuum of childhood AL, such a relationship may

not exist. This vrould be somewhat surprising given that a relationship has

been reported between maternal smoking and hyperactivity in chi ldren.

Studies that report a relationship between maternal smoking and

hyperactivity however, fiây be measuring something more than activity, and

maternal smoking may be reìated to a pattern of behavior including, but not

I imited to, pure activity. Clearly, for example, when Nichols and Chen

(1981) establ ished a I ink between maternal smoking and hyperactivity, their

hyperactive-impuìsive factor (HI) was a measure of more than pure

activi ty.

Attention span and maternaì smokinq. Some comments should aìso be made

regarding the faiìure to finci an association between maternaì smoking and

attention span in the offspring at any age. The examination of the

association between maternaì smoking and attention span involved the same

analyses as those used in the maternal smoking-AL assessments. That is,
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attention span was examined in the offspring of smokers only, and as well,

i n the offspr i ng of smokers compared to nonsmokers. No d i fferences i n

attention span were found as the amount or duration of maternal smoking

increased, and similarìy, no differences were found when comparing

offspring who had been prenataììy exposed to cigarette smoke and those who

had not, although the ìatter prediction (i.e., those exposed wouìd have

lower attention span) approached significance. Landsman-Dwyer, Ragozin and

Little (.l981) aìso found no association between maternal smoking and

attention span when comparing 4-year-oìds who were not prenataì ly exposed

to ci garette smoke wi th those who were. I n contrast, however, Strei ssguth

et aì. (198,l+) found a dose-response reìationship such that attention span

in 4-year-oìds decl ined as amount of maternal smoking increased.

The present study differed from Streissguth et al.'s study in several

ways that couìd expìain these inconsistent findings. First, measurements

of attention span differed in that Streissguth et al. used a vigi lance

task, whi le the present study rel ied on a subjective ratings of attention

span during an interview. Second, Streissguth et al. incìuded nonsmokers

in their anaìysis of a dose-response reìationship, whi ìe the current study

used onìy smokers in the dose-response measurement of attention and

maternaì smoking. The ìatter approach may be a better test of the

reìationship since the inclusion of nonsmokers may introduce the influence

of factors other than attention. lt should however, be noted that to the

extent that pre-pregnancy quitters represent smokers as a whole, the

resuìts of the present study suggest that smokers do not seem to differ

from nonsmokers i n ways that i nf I uence attent i on span. Further research,

however, woulcl be required to conclude that pre-existing group differences
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do no-u influence attention span, and further studies shouìd carefuì ly

seìect a sensitive measure of attention span. The results of the few

stud¡es that have addressed this issue are mixed, and it is too earìy to

draw firm concìusions. Attention span as measured in this study does not

appear to be reìated to maternaì smoking.

This analysis of the NCPP data base indicates that maternal smoking is

reìated to newborn AL but not to later activity, a finding that would only

appear using a ìongitudinaì approach. I t may simply be that maternal

smoking affects newborn AL in a temporary way. For exampìe, reduced

neonatal AL may be due to an oxygen shortage experienced just prior to

birth, and given the adequate oxygen suppy foìlowing birth' AL may

increase. Alternativeìy, a I ink between maternal smoking and chi ìdhood AL

may persist but be obcured by cther factors as the chi ìd grows.

Considering the resuìts from the ìongitudinal AL issues, it is argued that

AL is initiaììy reìated to maternal smoking, but later comes unde¡- the

infìuence of other factors. This point wi I ì be further elaborated

foì lowing a discussion of the major findings for the ìongitudinal issues.

Lonqitudinal AL issues

Overalì, the resuìts of the ìongitudinal issues indicate that AL

decreases from infancy to chi ìdhood, and that during chi ìdhood, AL is

stabìe and negativeìy related to AL. ln infancy however, AL is unrelated

to chi ldhood AL, and posi tively related to attention span. The chi ldhood

AL findings were expected and will therefore be discussed prior to the more

unexpected infant f indings.
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Chi ldhood AL. The resuìts regarding chi ldhood AL are consistent with

much previous research. For exampìe, stabi ì ity in chi ldhood AL has been

demonstrated (e.g., Halverson 6 Waìdrop, 1976) , and the present study adds

further support to the idea that AL is a stable chi ìdhood dimension. A

predicted decrease in AL from 4 years to J years was aìso supported and may

suggest that some kind of inhibitory factors are operating to reduce AL

over time. ln contrast to the predicted increase in AL from infancy to À

years, AL decreased from infancy onward. To the extent that the AL

measures at various times are based on simiìar metrics, the AL pattern can

be viewed as one of decìine, which may suggest that inhibitory factors

begin to operate earl ier than would be expected by the curvil inear

hypothes i s.

The negative relationship between chi ìdhood AL anci attention span is

consistent with the weì ì-establ ished hyperactivity-atiention I ink (e.g.,

Roberts, t4ilich, Loney 6 Caputo, l98l), and with a study that directìy

examined the ì ink between AL and attention in 2-year-o'lds (Repucci , 1970) .

it foì lows from the present results that chi ldhood attention span is

related not just to the upper end of the AL continuum (i.e.,

hyperactivity), but more generaìly to the entire continuum. This

conclusion implies that children with high ìeveìs of activity are likely to

be I ess attent i ve, wh i ch has numerous i mpl i cat i ons. For exampì e, those

chiìdren who have high ìevels of activity ai'e surely to be at a

disadvantage in some ìearning situations.

Neonatal and infant AL. Unl ike the cìear relationships found in

childhood, results for the younger periods are more complicated. Some of

the findings are consistent with previous research, whiìe others are not.
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As with previous research (Korner et al., i98l), this study did find

stability in neonatal AL when measured from day to day. Newborn AL

however, was not related to AL at 8 months or to later childhood measures

of AL (with the exception of the three-year measure). The 8-month measure

of AL was reìated to ìater childhood measures, but the relationships were

not as potent as those between the J-year, l+-year, -l-year, and 8-year

measures. This relationship between infant AL and both earì ier and ìater

AL is compìex. lnfant AL (8 months), when rated by parents, has been found

to reìate to AL at J months (Rothbart, 1980), which may mean that 8-month

AL is related to earl ier AL but not to neonatal AL. The relationship found

between I month and 3 month AL in Rothbart's study could be due aìso to the

continuity in the raters at the two measurement times.

lnconsistency in behavior during the infant period has been observed by

other researchers as wel I . Schaefer and Bayìey (lggl) repcrted

inconsistency in their analyses of many behaviors in the Berkeìy Growth

Study. They found "consistency of behavior through time reveaìs rapid

changes for earì ier ratings, more consistency for latency periods, and some

evidence of rapid changes during the period of adolescence.rr A transition

occurr i ng dur i ng i nfancy that affects customary energy expend i ture may, i n

part, expìain the discontinuity in the pattern of AL over time. Such a

transition may involve some form of physioìogicaì or environmental

inhibitory process, or both, and may resu'l t in great variabiìity for AL

across infants. l'lore specif icalìy, these factors couìd become operative

earlier for some infants than for others, causing differential reductions

in AL.
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l,/hiìe an explanation for the discontinuity in AL across time is not

obvious, the finding is itself important for infant researchers. Depending

on the goaìs of the researcher, these resuìts suggest that the use of an

8-month measurement point may reduce the chances of finding relationships

that may exist at earl ier or later times. An l8-month measurement point,

at which time most chiìdren have presumabìy settled into a more stable

pattern of AL, couìd be more useful for the examination of the relationship

between AL and variables of interest. Aìternatively, and preferably, a

ìongitudinal approach wouìd cì arify changes in patterns and reìationships

that may be age-dependent.

The finding of a positive reìationship between infant AL and attention

span is aìso perplexing and is not consistent with previous infant studies

(Bayley E Schaefer, 1963; Garside et al., 197Ð that report a negative

relationship. These studies, hclever, used somewhat older infants (i.e.,

l0 months and older), which could account for the discrepant results. An

expìanation for the unexpected findings in the current study may be due to

possible problems with the 8-month measures. 0nly one measure of AL and

attention span are avai ìable for the infancy measures, which suggests that

these measures are lower in reliabiìity than the childhood measures. ln

addition, the difficulty in judging infant attention span could contribute

to inval id measures of attention span at this measurement time. Attention

span is cìearìy easier to judge in the child where observation can take

pìace during their responses to a task. A second explanation for the

unexpected relationship is that a transition, such as that described

earl ier, is influencing the reìationshp of AL to other variables.
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Conclusions

Whi le many variabìes influence AL, a reìationship between maternal

smoking and newborn AL is apparent in this study. This relationship may be

of a temporary nature or it could be more permanent, but obscured by other

factors as they become operative. lf, for exampìe, AL is reduced

sufficiently by mechanisms that come into play in infancy, a I ink between

AL and maternal smoking that would otherwise appear couìd be obscured.

l4aternaì smoking may have the potentiaì to influence chi ldhood AL, but

other factors that inhibit AL in the deveìoping child may be of overriding

importance. lf, in some cases, such commonly overridíng factors fai I to

become operative, then the I i nk between chi ldhood hyperactivi ty and

maternal smoking may be evident. ln other words, those who are exposed to

maternaì smokìng and who are sìow to deveìop inhibitory mechanisms may be

at risk for hyperactivity.

ln conclusion, the most critical observation to be made from this study

is that an understanding of the etiology of AL requires a muìti-causal

model taking into account genetic, biological, and environmental

influences, including factors in the prenatal environment such as maternaì

smoking. This multi-causal model is impl ied in a number of the findings

from this longitudinal anaìysis. Further, this study demonstrates an

association between maternaì smoking ancl AL in the very young, though the

results do not provide causal evidence that maternaì smoking affects AL.

As emphasized by Hickey, Cìelland, and Bowers ('l978), researchers have too

often faììaciousìy infered causality from pure association in

smoking-infant measures. Nevertheless, estabìishing an association between

AL and maternal smoking is important, especial Iy after control I ing for
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variables known to covary with maternal smoking. Such covariance anayses

heìp to rule out competing hypotheses in explaining the AL-smoking

connection.

Future examinations of the maternal smoking-AL link should consider

those differences between smokers and nonsmokers which may influence AL.

Comparisons of the offspring of mothers who quit prior to pregnancy, who

quit during pregnârìc/r and who have not quit would also provide clarity in

the interpretation of results on maternal smoking and offspring behavior.

Longitudinaì designs are usefuì for the study of this I ink since, as this

study suggests, prenataì cigarette exposure may be reìated to AL in a

temporary way, or onìy at certain periods of development. The research on

materna I smok i ng and offspr i ng AL has to date prov i ded i ncons i stent

results. This inconsistency is undoubtabìy due to the compìexity of the

issue, and it is the identification of such compìexities that will add

futher cl ar i ty 'uo the resul ts of further research.
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Append i x A

COLLABORAÏI NG I NSTITUTI ONS

Boston Ly i ng- I n Hosp i ta ì

Providence Lying-l n Hospi tal

Chi ldrenrs Hospitaì Buffaìo

Co ì umb i a-Presb¡,ter i an l'1ed i ca I Center

New York I'led i ca ì Co I ì ege

Pennsyìvania Lying-ln Hospi tal

John Hopk i ns Hosp i ta I

l'ledicaì Colìege of Virginia

University of Tennessee Coì ìege of iïedicine

Char i ty Hosp i ta I , New 0r ì eans

Un i ver s i ty of l'1 i nnesota Hosp i ta ì

Un iver i s i ty of 0regon l'led i ca I Schoo l
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Append i x B

UNUSUAL BEHAV I OR OBSERVED DUR I NG TEST PER I OD

(l year old)

None

Purpose I ess hand mot i ons

Excess i ve cry i ng

Excessive ìaughing

Hyperactivity

Hypoactivity

Withdi'awn

Perseverat i on

Echoìal ia

Spontaneous communication, I ímited or ìacking

0ther (Descr i be)
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Append i x C

GENERAL BEHAV I OR ABERRAT I ONS OBSERVED DUR I NG TEST PER I OD

(8 year old)

Purposeì ess hand mot i ons

Unusual Posturing

Excess i ve Cry i ng

Excess i ve Laugh i ng

Hyperactivity

Hypoactivity

Lack of Spontaneous Commun i cat i on

Wi thdrawal

Distractabiìity

Negativism

Perseverat i on

Echolaì ia

lmpuìsivity

Echoprax i a

l'lotor Disinhibition

Short Attent i on Span

T ics

Tremors

0ther (descr i be)
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